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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a newly developed computer system for 16-channel EEG signal

anaiysis. The designed capability of the system involves interictal epileptiform sharp

transient detection, eiectrographic seizure interpretation and background analysis. The

entire system is composed of three independent elements to fulfill the tasks, a database

system, an expert system for sharp transient detection and an expert system for

electrographic seizure interpretation.

The database system is an on-line-available information collection and correlation

system. It utilizes time-domain signal processing techniques to detect various activity in the

EEG signal and correlates different events to form information-packages; besides,

background information of each segment EEG is analyzed and classified into two

categories, the general and the predominant., which facilitates the further expert system

interpretation.

The expert system for sharp transient detection performs heuristic reasoning for

reaching a final conclusion based on the information provided by the database system. The

analysis scheme was established using a epileptiform event as a basic interpretation subject

rather than a single sharp transient. The analysis rules in the knowledge-base were created

and organized in terms of event types. Three types of conclusion for sharp transient

detection were included, confirmed, suspect and rejected.

The expert system for electrographic seizure interpretation performs anaiysis for

electrographic seizures characteúzed by rhythmic activity. The interpretation was based on

the detected rhythmic activity from the database system. Interpretation rules in the

-II-



knowledge-base were created to deal with different rhythmic but non-seizure patterns so as

to reduce false positive detection.

Besides, the system also provides background information for a segment EEG. The

background information is categorized into background characteristics and predominant

sequences, which can be used in a general background study for diagnostic purposes,

particularly in an analysis for electrographic seizures.

The system was implemented on a Macintosh computer with the C language and

expert system ianguage CLIPS. Forty segments (each contains 20 sec data) of EEG data

(independent from those for the evaluation) were used to train the system through three

steps. Two independent sets of data, containing forty and eighty five segments, were

utilized to test the system. The results showed that the accuracy percentage for ST-field

detection under a "confirm" category is 86.2Vo and for electrographic seizure is 78.9Vo.It

indicated that the information collected by the database system was adequate to facilitate the

expert system analysis. Also, the strategies used for establishment of the rules both for

sharp transient and electrographic seizure detection are efficient in increasing the analysis

accuracy and simplifying the system implementation and modification.

Besides, the signal processing methods established for the database system and the

symbolic analysis schemes utilized in the expert systems are not restricted by the length of

signals and the number of channels. Therefore, this system can be potentially extended to a

32-channel or 64-channel EEG interpretation system with a customer-designed recording

length.

-m
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Chøpter I
Introduction and Background

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a recording of electrical activity in the cortex. It was first

discovered by Hans Berger in 1926 by placing two electrodes on the front and back of the

head and reported by him in 1929 (Tyner et al., 1983). Since EEG waveforms or parrerns

possess information about the central nervous system, it has become a useful tool in both

clinical diagnosis of certain diseases and brain function research although a complete

understanding and interpretation of EEG is still an elusive goal. At present, EEG is a

routine clinjcal examination for epilepsy, brain tumors, cerebral trauma, cerebrovascular

disorders. ce¡ebral infection and metabolic/endocrine disorders. As well, it is used in

research re-earding sleep stages, brain development and aging (E. Niedermeyer, 1982).

Automation of EEG analysis by computer started in the early 1950s (Ktonas,

1983). Numerous methods have been studied to liberate electroencephalographers

(EEGers) from the long and tedious visual scoring, to reduce disagreements among

readers, and to present a more comprehensive interpretation. Computer-aided system

2development for clinical diagnosis have concentrated on many areas including on-line

detection and quantification of epileptogenic sharp transients and electrographic seizures

(Gotman et al, 1976; Vera et al, 19'18; Frosr, 1979; Guedes de oliveira er al, 19g3).

A brief review of the EEG and fundamental methods of its analysis are described

and summarized in this chaoter.
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Clnpter I I nt roduc t ion and B ackp ro und

1.1 Scalp EEG and Its Measurement

EEG can be recorded by placing electrodes on the scalp, called scalp EEG (or

simply EEG), or by inserting electrodes into the brain substance, called depth EEG. In

contrast to depth EEG which often needs an operation, the scalp recording is a non-

invasive test. Usually, the amplitude of EEG activity is in the microvolt range and

frequency below 100H2. Typically, to record EEG from the scalp, one needs: 1) electrodes

to pick up the electrical activity, 2) amplifiers, 3) filters to eliminate non-EEG signals, and

4) a writer unit to display the EEG waves.

Electrode position on the scalp have been standardized,; the standard is known as

the i0-20 International System of Electrode Placement (each electrode is 10 or 20 percent

away from a neighboring electrode) and is utilized throughour rhe world (Fig.i.1). The

amplified difference of the potential between fwo electrodes forms a channel of EEG signal.

By selecting different ways to connect electrode pairs to an amplifier, the appearance of an

EEG can be changed. Basically, there are two types of EEG recording: bipolar and

referential. The bipolar recording uses multiple derivations (a pair of electrodes is called a

derivation) without having any one electrode as a conìmon amplifier input. Therefore each

channel of EEG signal represents the potential difference of one electrode with respect ro

another. The referential recording uses one electrode as a common reference for all other

electrodes. The channel EEG signal is then the amplified potential difference between an

electrode and the referential electrode. Fig.I.2 shows the two recording methods. A

combination of a number of derivations is called a montage. Two montages are frequently

used, bipolar and referential which correspond to the same type of recording. In addition,

electrodes can be organized into arrays that proceed in a longitudinal or a transverse

direction in the bipolar montage.

Clinically, EEG is usually recorded using a  -channei, 8-channel, l2-channet, 16-

channel or 21-channel system with different montages.

-2-



Chapter I I nt roduc tio¡t and B ackg ro u nd

Frontal

Occipital

Fig. 1.1 Locations of electrodes in the 10-20 system of electrode placement endorsed
by the America¡ Electroencephalographic S ociety.
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Chapter I I nt ro ductio n an"d B ac k g ro und,

A

Fp1

F3

C3

P3

o1

B

Fp1

F3

C3

P3

o1

Fig. t.2 Bipolar and referential recording methods. A shows the longitude bipolar recording
method which has no common electrode for all amplifiers. B indicatès a referentiai
recording method: R is a common referential electrode to all amplifier inputs. The
appearence of a wave is influenced by the recording method.

A
-l-



Chapter I Introduction and Background

L.2 Artifacts

Unlike depth EEG, which is almost noise free, scalp EEG frequently picks up

signals termed artifact which do not originate from the brain. Artifacts can be classified into

two categories: physiological and nonphysiological. Physiological artifacts are electrical

signals generated from body sources other than the brain, such as electromyographic

(EMG) activity, electrocardiographic (ECG) activity, and eye movement (EOG) activity.

Nonphysiological artifacts indicate outside interference including electrode pop, 60-Hz

radiation, switch contacts of EEG instruments, etc.. A detailed summary of artifacts in the

ambulatory cassette EEG was described by Jayakar et al. (19g5).

Since the EEG signal is in the microvolt range, it is easily contaminated by artifacts.

In general, the EEG may be disturbed in two ways, overall and regional. The first happens

when the EEG is affected by a high amplitude afüfact, such as body movement. In rhis

situation, artifacts are dominant and obvious, whereas the EEG signal is hardly

tecognizable. However, in the second case, artifacts are local, but the main EEG activity is

still distinguishable. In this circumstance, the artifacts may cause some special patterns. As

examples, eye blink activity in a bipolar montage EEG may cause coincidental positive

waves in frontal channels or ECG activity can appear in EEG to make the recording look

eventful. Practically, one important aspect of interpretation is to distinquish artifacts and

false activity from real activity, usually difficult for inexperienced readers.

Efforts have been made to identify and remove artifacts in automated EEG analysis

systems to improve interpretation. Gotman et al. (1981) and Barlow er at. (1983) attempted

to remove EMG artifact from EEGs with digital and analog filters, respectively. Artifacts

from EOG were studied by a number of researchers and methods for eliminating those

artifacts have been developed (Ifeachor et al., 1986a; Quilter et al., 197'l and Whitton et al.,

1978)- Gevins et al. (1977) also reported a system to reject three artifacts: head and body

-5-



Chapter I I ntroduc tio n and B ac kg ro und

movement, EMG and EOG. The results demonstrated that removal of artifacts increased the

effTciency and accuracy of EEG interpretation in the automated analysis.

1.3 Epileptiform Patterns

A major EEG application is to support the clinical diagnosis of epilepsy. Although

the reason for the instability of cell membranes of certain particular neurons in epilepsy is

still not completely known, the abnormal electrical discharges associated with it have been

found useful for clinical diagnosis. In the scalp EEG recording, certain patterns obvious

from the background have been correlated with epileptiform phenomena and can be

recognized by EEGers. The pattern of EEG waves may represent a cefain fype or stage of

epilepsy, as detailed in this chapter.

1.3.1. Epileptiform Sharp Transients

Shatp transients (STs) are a well recognized and accepted epileptiform phonomena.

STs, including spikes and sharp waves, appear suddenly because of electrical discharges of

certain neurons of the brain. According to IFSECN (1983), a spike or a sha¡p wave is a

transient, clearly distinguished from the background activity, with a pointed peak at

conventional paper speed and of a duration from 20 to 200 msec; the main component is

generally negative and the amplitude is variable.

An epileptiform ST usually has a local origin from which the activity may spread to

involve adjacent areas, creating a field. The focus can be located at 1) the occipital region,

2) temporal region; may appear at any location from anterior to posterior temporal, 3)

frontal or central region, or 4) any intermediate site, e.g. rolandic. In addition to the above

described characteristics, morphologically STs may have various patterns, such as spike

and wave, muitispike-and-wave, occipital spikes, Rolandic spikes, unifocal or multifocal

spikes, small sharp spikes, etc..

-6-



Chapter I I nt roduc tio n and B ac kg ro und

STs may appear in the interictal (between seizure) or the ictal (during seizure)

period. The typical interictal event is often in the form of a ST or spike and slow wave

(SSW) complex discharge. In the great majority of instances, the EEG shows interictal

rather than ictal activity. Since EEG usually records interictal events, most of the EEG

classifications of the epilepsies are based on the interictal rather than ictal EEG (Hughes,

1982).

1.3.2 Electrographic Seizures

A seizure occurring with clinical manifestations is known as a clinical seizure, while

a seizure identified by a "characteristic" EEG pattern is referred to as an electrographic

seizure. As a general rule, it can be defined that a seizure pattern is a phenomenon

consisting of repetitive EEG discharges lasting at least several seconds with relatively

abrupt onset and termination and a characteristic pattern of evolution. The component

waves or complexes vary in form, frequency and topography. They are generally rhythmic

and frequently display increasing amplitude and decreasing frequency during the same

episode. 'When focal in onset, they may spread sequentially to other areas (Seshia et ai,

unpublished).

In most cases, a clinical epileptic seizure is often associated with an electrographic

seizure. However, an electrographic seizure may appear without a clinical seizure (Gotman,

1982)- In this situation, the electrographic seizure is called a subclinicai or pure

electrographic seizure. A prolonged EEG monitoring is more likely to pick it up than a

short EEG.



Chapter I [ntroduction and Backg round

1.4 Visual Analysis

Clinical EEG visual interpretation is complex. It is done by EEGers based on their

empirical knowledge, largely related to the EEGer's training, experience and knowledge of

Iiterature.

To determine an interictal epileptiform ST, an EEGer has at least to l) judge the

state of awareness, 2) determine the morphology of waveform, 3) compare interesting

waves with the background, 4) scan the adjacent channels, to investigate if there are other

STs that appear simultaneously, 5) eliminate artifact influence. The patient age, medical

historical record and clinical manifestations are useful information for the visual

interpretation. A final report of epileptiform STs should include: 1) time of occurrence of

the event, 2) channels involved, 3) polarity, and 4) type, such as multi-spikes, etc..

Seizures in EEG recording are more easily detected compared to the sharp

transients. However, artifacts especially during a movement (whether part of a seizure of

not) can confound inte¡pretation. The time duration of a seizure recording is normally more

than2 mins (Gotman,1982). A clinical report of seizure should describe: 1) start and end

time points; 2) channels involved; 3) synchrony; 4) type, and 5) inter- or intra- observal

variability.

It should be emphasizedthat the visual interpretation is individual oriented. The

agreement between EEGers is not high (Gose et al, 1974: Ehrenberg and Penry, 1976:

Koffle and Gotman, 1985; Jayakar, 1987).

1.5 Computer-aided Automatic Analysis

Since 1950s when computers started to be used, researchers attempted to utilize

computers as an tool for EEG scoring to improve the accuracy of the analysis and to

liberate EEGers from the long and tedious visual interpretation. Numerous signal

-8-



Chapter I I nt roduc tion and B ackg ro und

processing methods and pattern recognition techniques have been developed. Here the

focus is on time-domain methods which are discussed below.

1.5.1 Time-domain 'Waveform Feature Extraction Method

Time-domain methods analyze a signal based on its time position along the time

axis and its magnitude. The fundamental idea is to utilize the morphology of the waveform

to detect interesting patterns. Waveform features such as amplitude, duration and sharpness

are measured. The detection of events related to epileptiform activity in EEG is usually

performed in terms of establishing thresholds for these features

The advantages of the time-domain method are obvious. It is a fast method

compared with frequency-domain techniques and thus is suitable for online systems. It can

also identify the time position of an event accurately. Lastly, the detection algorithms are

usually easy to design, implement and modiff.

1.5.2 Sharp Transient Detection

Numerous methods have been apptied to detect and analyze STs. These time

domain techniques are reviewed primarily from the perspective of the research focus of this

thesis.

From 1959 to 1973,many researchers proposed amplitude and./or duration criteria

to analyze STs. Leader et al. (1967) suggested that a wave was formed by two consecutive

absolute minimum points and an intervening absolute maximum point. The wave amplitude

refers to the difference between the amplitude of the absolute maximum of a wave and the

average amplitude of the absolute minima preceding and following the wave. The wave

duration equals the interval between two consecutive minima. Thresholds of thirteen EEG

patterns were set up by the above defined amplitude and duration criteria. Bickford (1959),

Ives et al. (1973) and Goldberg et al. (1973) carried out a similar study, but no detailed
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information on the performance or accuracy of the system was given by any of the

investigators.

From 1972 to 1976, Ca¡rie successively reported his findings of utilizing first and

second time derivative measurements as well as peak angle measurements for quantification

of waveform sharpness. It was found that the second time derivative was a more efficient

discriminator of sharp transients than the first time derivative. Spike-and-slow wave

patterns could be detected when a duration criterion for the slow wave was added to the

second time derivative criterion. However, no provision for artifact discrimination was

made, and no statistical analysis was carried out to evaluate the general performance of the

system. Hill and Townsend (1973) developed a technique to measure the peak angle of

each EEG waveform, but did not mention the artifact rejection.

During the period of L976 to 7979, some systems were established to detect STs in

terms of amplitude and duration in addition to sharpness (Gotman and Gloor, 1976:

Gotman et al., 1978; Gotman et al., 7979). The detection methods analyzed each EEG half-

wave and utilized sharpness, amplitude and duration as well as electrode location to

discriminate artifacts, such as EMG, eyeblinks, and sharp alpha activity. Frost (1979)

proposed a microprocessor-based system for sharp transient detection in one EEG channel.

This system first detected a candidate waveform which exhibited a relatively sharp shape,

then examined if the waveform's duration and amplitude were within certain empirically

derived th¡eshold bounds, and whether or not the transient was followed by a slow wave.

Artifact provision existed in the system. It established an "artifact-probabilit¡r" measurement

of the transient under analysis by investigating if it was in close proximity to a series of

artifacts exhibiting sharp form but of unacceptable duration and amplitude. If this

probability meâsurement was above a certain threshold, the transient was discarded as

artifactual during further processing.

10-
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It has been realized that increasing the number of parameters results in better

discrimination against artifact and closer agreement with visual scoring (Ktonas, 19g3).

Luoh (1979) developed an analog system for spike detection using 6 parameters: duration

1; duration 2; amplitude; slope 1; slope 2; sharpness. There is redundancy in the above

parameters in that there exists a correlation between duration 2 and, sharpness, as well as

between duration 1 and duration2. The utilization of several parameters for the detection

process, some of them redundant, results in better discrimination against most of the EMG

artifacts, a result which is difficult to achieve by using just shaqpness and duration criteria.

Soon afterwards, Ktonas et al. (1981) presented a detailed computer-aided analysis of the

electrographic morphology of visually well-defined spikes and sharp waves. Ten

parameters were used in this system: duration 1; duration 2; duration A; duration B;

amplitude; amplitude A; amplitude B; slope 1; slope 2; sharpness. Threshold values for

various parameters (e.g. slope, sharpness, duration) were also established. As a matter of

fact, these ten parameters can not oniy be used to detect STs, but also apply to the analysis

of other patterns, such as slow waves and rhythmic activities.

False positive detection of epileptiform waves has been a major problem for

automated systems. It has been noticed that detection based only on individual waveform

morphology is not sufficient. Both temporal and spatial information would aid in

discrimination between real STs and artifacts. Koffler and Gotman (1985) implemented

two procedures. The first procedure was to reject false detection caused by muscle activity,

while the second was aimed at reducing false detections caused by movement and electrode

problems or other technical difficulties. Another multichannel signal processor designed for

the detection of sharp transients was implemented by Glover et al. (1936). Here a

multichannel correlation algorithm was applied to enhance the performance of the system in

the presence of muscle artifact. AÌl ST candidates were checked to ensure that they were not

immediately followed by an artifact burst. If an artifact does occur. ali STs from all
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channels are ignored until the end of the burst is received. The above two systems utilized

very little interchannel information.

Jayakar et al. (1989) developed a  -channel computer-based system to interpret

ambulatory EEG's. Morphology and contextual information, both interchannel and

intrachannel evidence, were used to grade the likelihood of STs/SSWs being genuine on a

scale of 10 to 1. The algorithms were evaluated using 60 independent segments. False

negative and positive effor rates for ST and SSW detection were low (<4Vo).

1.5.3 Electrographic Seizure Detection

Compared with that of sharp transient, automatic recognition of seizure is

considerabiy less developed. This is partly because conventional monitoring is detected by

the visual analysis, and the EEG during the seizure portion is not well defined.

Prior et al. (1913) described the use of a cerebral function monitor to identify

generalized tonic-clonic seizures; these could be recognized on the tracing as a large

increase followed by a ciear decrease in EEG ampiitude and by large EMG activity. Such

large seizures with clear motor components could also be identified in monkeys with

experimental epilepsy by a characteristic pattern on slow paper tracings (Lockard et al.

1980). Ives et al. (1974) described a method where 16 channels of EEG were added,

bandpass filtered and subjected to amplitude discrimination. This technique could detect

relatively large seizures but was quite insensitive. Babb et aL. (1974) implemented an

electronic circuit for the detection ofseizures in recordings from intracerebral electrodes. A

seizure was recognized when a rapid succession of large amplitude spikes, lasting at least 5

sec, was found. The above methods were not formaliy evaluated.

Gotman et al. (198Ð applied time-domain methods to establish an on-line system,

which triggered a recording system to record the EEG section when seizure activity

characterized by rhythmic waves was detected. Three parameters including relative
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amplitude, average duration and rhythmicity were defined to identify a potential rhythmic

seizure activity. An improved system was presented in 1989 (Gotman et al.) in which some

thresholds for the parameters were changed to reduce the misses and false positives, and an

evaluation was also performed. In order to reduce false positives and minimize misses, a

method which utilized a collected false seizure detection set as a reference to perform

further detection was introduced by eu and Gotman (1993).

1.5.4 Expert System Approach

An expert system approach to detect epileptiform activity was introduced by Davey

et al and Glover et al (1989) independently. The purpose of an expert system is to mimic

human analysis of EEG, which is difficult to do using systems established with

conventional languages and numerical algorithms. It was expected that more accurate

results would be achieved through this approach. Both of the systems performed analysis

and detection of STs in two stages. The first stage was a feature extraction section, where

waveform features such as amplitude, duration and sharpness were extracted, and ST

candidates were detected. The second was a knowledge-base system which provided a

method of representing, storing and applying expert domain knowledge.

The knowledge-base in Davey's system focused on the ST field, focal events and

non-focal events which analyzed STs in terms of coincidence with ST events in other

channels. Of 19 STs classified by this system,17 wercmarked as true events by the EEGer

(Davey et al., i989).

In the system proposed by Glover et al. (1989), a knowledge-base was ser up ro

eliminate false positives. The domain knowledge in this system was divided into a single

channel knowledge-base and a multichannel knowledge-base. The knowledge in the

multichannel knowledge-base was further classified into several groups of rules: EEG

artifact rules, EOG artifact rules, EMG artifact rules and other artifact rules. By applying all
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of the rules to the pre-detected ST candidates and related events, good results were

obtained. However, no statistical analysis was performed to evaluate the system.

L.6 Research Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to develop a computer system to automate the detection

and analysis of interictal STs and electrographic seizures in 16-channel of EEG. It involves

three objectives:

- to establish an online information extraction database system using the time-

domain methods.

- to establish an expert system for detection of STs using heuristic reasoning

based on ST events and an information package provided by the database.

- to establish an expert system which gives false-detection rejection oriented

interpretation of electrographic seizures.

1.7 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is composed of six chapters. Chapter I is the current chapter which

covers introduction and literature review. Chapter 2 is a general discussion which

overviews the system established in this research. Chapter 3 introduces details about the

database system including the methodology used to extract and quantify the waveform

information, as well as correlation and formation of the information in the databases.

Chapter 4 describes an expert system approach to analyze epileptiform sharp transients and

electrographic seizures based on the information provided by the database. Chapter 5

shows results and evaluates the established systems while Chapter 6 gives the conclusions

and suggestions fo¡ future work.

1/1l+ -



Chapter 2
Research Strategy and Description

Before discussing details of the system established in the thesis for EEG signal analysis, a

brief overview of the ¡esearch is given in this chapter. System design and system block

functions are explained, as well as the tools and techniques used for implementation.

2.L System Objectives and Conception

The research goal is concentrated on the development of a new system which has potential

for on-line or prolonged EEG recording and incorporates human expertise for epileptiform

EEG (STs and seizures) anaiysis.

Such a system was designed based on the understanding of the process of

interpretation of EEG signals by a computer, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The entire automatic

EEG analysis can be thought of as a team work with two principal tasks. One task is to

read the EEG and extract information, which is done by the EEG reader in the team who is

capable of "seeing" EEG waves on-line. The other task is the interpretation done by the

interpreters in the team who are responsible for analyzing different aspects of the

epileptiform activity off-line. As indicated in the figure, they can not "see" the waves

directly, instead, they "listen" to the extracted and summa¡ized information provided by the

EEG reader, then use their established expertise to provide conclusions.
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Chapter 2 Research Strategy and Description

A system that operates as the above has the following three characteristics.

a) It retains the features of an automatic system for prolonged EEG monitoring and,

also, enables various analysis methods. This is because it separates the analysis

into two parts and leaves the interpretation task to be done off-line.

b) Since the information for the interpretation has been extracted along with the

EEG monitoring, it substantialiy reduces the time needed for the interpretation.

c) Since the EEG reader does not have to give a final conclusion about the analysis

during monitoring, time can be saved for extraction of detailed EEG information

and correlation of it for different interpretation purposes.

To achieve the goal of establishing such a system, certain requirements are crucial:

a) the EEG reader should be fast enough to complete the information extraction

within a fixed time; therefore, the signal processing approach needs to be

selected carefully.

b) the EEG information extracted by the EEG reader should iet the "blind"

interpreters fully understand the situation, especially, the correlation between

events of interest and artifacts.

c) the interpreters should adopt a method which utilizes the EEG information

logically and easily, particularly the contextual information.

d) the interface between the two parts should be appropriate to facilitate efficient

data transmission.

2.2 System Design

Based on the objectives of the research as stated in Chapter 1 and the above

described system conception, a prototype of the system for EEG analysis was established.

The system was designed to analyze lí-channel longitudinal bipolar montage EEG signals.

The role of the EEG reader in Fig. 2-I was fulfilted by a database system, while rwo
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interpreters were involved and implemented as two expert systems, one for the ST

detection and the other for the analysis of electrographic seizure which is characterized by

rhythmic activity.

Fig. 2.2 indicates the general structure of the system. The raw EEG signals are

input into the database system for information extraction. ST-database and SB-database are

two storage units which store the extracted information for the respective follow-up ST

and seizure interpretations. Based on the EEG information from the corresponding

databases the two expert systems use their heuristic reasoning to present an inteqpretation of

the EEG. It should be pointed out that each expert system only accesses one database to

obtain information, i.e., a staggered method where one expert system acquires information

from both databases was not allowed. This maintains the information in a losical and well-

organized manner.

The interface could be a physical entity or only a logical layer, depending on

whether the expert systems are able to directly obtain the information from the databases.

For exampie, if the expert systems can not open the database files, or the format of files

can not be recognized by the expert systems, etc., then under these circumstances a

physical interface is necessary to transform the fiies and link the two parts together.

Otherwise a logical layer is applied at the boundary between the database system and the

expert systems. In this research, the interface was set up as a logical layer.

-18-
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Raw EEG Signals

Database Svstem

Expert System
for

ST Detection

+
Results

Database Output

Expert Systems' Input

Interface

Fig. 2.2 General structure of the system. It includes a database system and two
expert systems for the ST detection and the electrographic seizure analysis.

Expert System
for

Electrographic
Seizure Analysis
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2.3 System Block Function Description

Fig. 2.3 illustrates a block diagram of the database system, which is composed of

four steps to extract EEG information. The first step is to digitize the EEG signals followed

by a preprocessing phase. The major purpose for preprocessing is to emphasize certain

interesting patterns to facilitate later detection. The next step is the event detection which

plays a major role in the system, namely, it functions as the "eyes" in reading EEGs.

Events detected in this step are the epileptiform activity, artifacts and other physiological

signals which may enhance or decrease the possibility of confirming an epileptiform

activity. The database creator is in the last phase. The essential issue it deals with is to

organize the detected information properly and let the expert systems use it fully and

iogically without having to consume time correlating pieces of information. The organized

information is stored into the databases, a detaiied discussion of which is presented in

Chapter 3.

Fig. 2.4 shows a block diagram of the expert system for ST interpretation. It

contains three procedures. The first one is the ST-event classification performed with the

ST-event classification rules. Basically, it categonzes or clusters a number of ST candidates

into different event groups conventionally recognized in clinical practice. By doing so, ST

interpretation is transformed into ST-event interpretation. A detailed description of this

procedure and its advantages are presented in Chapter 4.The ST analysis is performed with

the interpretation knowledge-base which is further divided into subsections to correspond

to the ST-events. By considering the features of a ST-event, the artifacts and surrounding

situation, the system performs a heuristic reasoning and reaches a conclusion about the

current ST-event candidate. A report section follows the analysis, which provides a

separate detailed description for the system anaiyst and the users.

Fig.2.5 indicates a block diagram of the expert system for rhythmic electrographic
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Preprocessing

Databases

Fig.2.3 Block diagram of the automatic database system
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ST event
classifïcation

Heuristic reasoning
based on ST-events

System report

Fig.2.4 Phases of the expert system for ST detection.
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Background
Selection

Heuristic Reasoning
to Reject Non-seizure
Rhythmic Activities

System Report

Fig. 2.5 Block diagram of the expert system for rhythmic electrographic seizure analysis.
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seizure analysis. It differs from the expert system for ST detection. The first step in this

system is to select a background whose average amplitude serves as a reference. The

seizure analysis step is focused on distinguishing a electrographic seizure activity from

other rhythmic events based on heuristic reasoning performed by rules in the knowledge-

base. The system report is responsible for outputting the analysis results.

2.4 System Implementation

The system was developed on a Macintosh IIci microcomputer with an A/D

converter. The computer is configured with 100Mb hard disk and 8Mb Ram. and has a

clock speed of 25l4ÍIz.

The database system was written in the C language under a MPV/ C software

package. The processing including filters and detectors was implemented using a time-

domain signal processing approach. The digitizing rate was 128 samples per second. Fig.

2'6 shows the input and output of the database system. The input signals were divided into

20-second segments, each segment was a basic processing unit. Thus the output of the

database system contains pieces of 2O-second information which are stored as ASCII text

files.

The expert systems were programmed with the language CLIPS, a high-level

artificial intelligence language that can read any text file by a given file name. It provides

three basic elements for writing programs: primitive data types, functions for manipulating

data and constructs for adding to a knowledge base. Information used in CLIPS are

represented by facts and two formats are available: ordered and non-ordered. In an ordered

fact, a sequence of one or more fields separated by spaces is embraced between a pair of

open parenthesis. Two examples of facts ar.e shown below
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Examples of facts:

1. (data reading is complered) 2. (altitude is 10000 feer)

The knowledge-base contains rules which are used to represent heuristics. A rule is

composed of an antecedent (a set of conditions) and a consequent (a set of actions). Once

the conditions a-re satisfied, the actions are executed.
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This chapter describes the methodology used to establish the database sysrem. All
processing components in the database system were established based on investigating real-

time EEG signals in order to allow the system to be available on-line.

The architecture of the database system is introduced first, followed by the

waveform feature extraction method used in the research and finally detailed methods for

each unit in the system a¡e covered.

3.L Database System Structure

As indicated in Section 2.3, the database system involves four phases to extract EEG

information: data digitization, signal preprocessing, event detection and database creation.

Disregarding the data digitization part, the a¡chitecrure of the system is illustrated in Fig.

3.i. The preprocessing part is composed of a segmentation unit, Filter 1 and Filter Z.The

detection phase involves seven non-ST detectors, a ST detector and a background analyzer.

The database creation step is completed by a database creator.

As shown in Fig. 3.1, digitized data from the data acquisition section goes to the

segmentation unit where eãch and every wave is split into two half-waves (Fig. 3.2). The

segmented waves are input to Filter i where very low amplitude waves (less than 10uv) are

eliminated, since they usually have no significant meaning and are often ignored by visual

analysis. The output of Filter 1 flows in two directions, the event detection phase and

Filter 2. Filter 2 emphasizes large and slow waves by erasing small waves superimposed
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original signals

half-waves

Fig.3.2 Half-waves generated by segmentation
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on slow waves and canceling high frequency waves. The output of Fiiter 2 goes to the

event detection phase together with that of Filter 1 for the event classif,rcation.

The eight detectors were designed to classify potential STs as well as artifact and

non-artifact events. They are:

- ST detector, which detects ST candidates.

- rhythmic activity detector, to detect background rhythmic activity and potential

rhythmic electrographic seizures.

- artifact detectors, to detect artifacts such as eyeblinks, chewing, movement, and

muscle activity whose morphologies may took like STs or which may cause

pseudo STs.

- slow wave and slow wave sequence detector, to provide evidence for sr
candidates.

- spindle detector, to estimate an EEG recording state.

Each detector has a conesponding atgorithm and a set of thresholds for the event,

as detailed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The background analyzer examines the segment

background and provides channel by channel statistical information about the general

amplitude and duration. The database creator, as described in Section2.3, functions as an

information organizer. It correlates and formats extracted information and stores it into

different databases.

3.2 Waveform Feature Extraction Method

Waveform feature extraction usually means the measurement of certain quantities

which may effectively describe the moqphology of a wave in the time-domain. The methods

of extracting waveform features were reviewed in Chapter 1 In this research, Jayakar's

method (1989) which was established by modification of Gotman's technique (1976) was
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adopted where three features of a half-wave are extracted, as shown in Fig. 3.3. These

three features are: 1) duration, which is defined as the horizontal distance between two

adjacent points of half-waves; 2) amplitude, which is defined as the verticai distance

between two adjacent points of half-waves; 3) sha4lness, which is defined as the vertical

distance between a point of half-waves and its second neighboring point of the original

wave. Features of an entire wave can be derived from the above half-wave features. For

example, the duration of a wave can be obtained by adding the durations of two half-

waves, and the amplitude of a wave can be represented by averaging the amplitude of two

half-waves, etc..

3.3 Preprocessing Filters

The preprocessing filters focused on sorting out and collating waves. They were

designed to deal with two frequently encounted cases. One is very low amplitude waves

(<10uv) which have no clinical significance. The other is the situation in which high

frequency activity, such as muscle activity, is superimposed on low frequency signals.

This might result in the low frequency waves becoming extremely difficult to be

recognized, causing false negative detection when the low frequency waves are events.

Two time-domain filters, Filterl and Filter2, were established to preprocess EEG signals.

Filrer 1

The function of Filter 1 is to remove small waves where the amplitude of one or

both half-waves is below 1Ouv. The filtering property is shown in Fig. 3.4. After filtering,

small "burrs" can not be seen and the signals are comparatively smooth. Fig. 3.5 indicates

some typical filtering cases. Fig. 3.5a iilustrates that if the amplitude of a half-wave (bc) is

beiow 10uv, and its two adjacent half-waves (ab and cd) have high amplitudes, then the

small-amplitude half-wave is removed. In a successive small-amplitude half-wave case. as
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V(p)

V(p+2

Fig. 3.3 Features extracted for ST detection.
41, A?: amplitude of two half-waves.
D1 , D2: duration of two half-waves.
51, 52: sharpness of two half-waves,

S 1 =V(p)-V (p-Z), S2:V(p)-V(p+z)
V(p): the extrem value point of the original wave,

which is also a point of the half-wave,
V(p+2): two other points at each side of the original

WAVC.
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shown in Fig. 3.5b, the trend of the preceeding wave is taken into account. The extreme

high point f of the half-waves is picked up, and, if the amplitude af is greater than 10uv,

then point f is recorded. After filtering, half-waves ab, bc, cd, de, ef, fg, gh and hi are

merged into two half-waves, af and fi. Obviously, when a wave is superimposed with low

amplitude high frequency noise (such as 60Hz), the noise will be removed and the wave

protected. If the trend of the preceeding waves is at the same level (no extreme point is

3.5uv higher than the current point), then all small waves are eliminated, as shown in Fig.

3.5c. Signals from Filter I contain waves with two half-waves larger than 10uv, which

then go to Filter 2 andthe detection section, separately.

Filter 2

Filter 2 was designed to emphasizelarge and slow waves in order to facilitate the

detection of ST events. To achieve this, it needs to eliminate fast activity, especially that

superimposed on slow waves, but to protect large and slow waves. The filtering property

is shown in Fig. 3.6. The implementation of this filter contains three steps as presented in

Fig.3.7: 1) average the half-waves; 2) threshold testing; and 3) resegmentation.

Fig.3.7a illustrates the half-wave sequence from Filter 1.By identifying the

midpoint of every half-wave, the averaged half-wave sequence is generated, as indicated in

Fig. 3.7b. It can be seen that the majority of fast activity is filtered out and thus the slow

waves are emphasized. However, some large and slow waves are distorted coincidently. In

the second step therefore, two thresholds are set up to reconstruct the large and slow

waves. The first threshold D (D=3Omsec) checks the distance d between two adjacent

midpoints. If d>=D, then the amplitude of the original half-wave is compared with a

second threshold A (A=40uv) to capture events characterized by large amplitude slow

waves, such as eyeblinks. If both thresholds are exceeded the original half-wave is

restroed. As illustrated in Fig.3.7c, half-waves ab, bc, cd, de, pg, gr, rs and st are
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Fig.3.4 Time-domain amplin-rde filtering feature of Filter 1.
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Fig.3.5 These examples illustrating the amplitude filtering characteristics of Filter I
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Fig. 3.6 Time-domain amplitude filtering properties of Filter 2.
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restored, while ûm and np a-re newly generated half-waves after the superimposed small

waves are eliminated and the signals resegmented. Fig. 3.8 shows an actual example of

input and output of Filter 2 .The output of Filter 2 goes to the detection section.

3"4 ST Detector

The ST detector is designed to search for epileptiform sharp transients in EEG

waves. It is known that the morphology of a ST is not well-defined. The definition of a

sharp transient given by IFSECN (1983) is a qualitative descriprion rather than a

quantitative one. Many existing systems that detect STs are based on setting up thresholds

for its waveform features from empirical knowledge. Inevitably they identiff many false

but ST-mo¡phology-like waves. A possible reason for this is that the ST detection criteria

are only necessary conditions but are used as sufficient conditions. For example, if the

duration of a wave does not fall into the range of 20-200 msec, it is, of course, NOT a

sharp transient; nevertheless, if the duration falls into the range of 20-200 msec, it still may

NOT be a sharp transient. It is unfortunate that the sufficient conditions have not vet been

discovered or defined.

In order to obtain better detection, the vicinity information of a ST candidate vs. its

vicinity situation should also be included. The ST detector designed in this thesis tends to

provide information covering these two aspects: i) ST candidates, andZ) ST candidates vs.

its vicinity. Both of the aspects are quantified by grading.
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signals from Filter I

signals represented
by the mid-points

restored and
resegment signals

Fig. 3.7 Operation of Filter 2.
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3.4.1 ST detection ând morphology definition

STs are detected based on the output of Filter 1. A ST candidate is characteruedby

its sharpness, amplitude and duration of half-waves. The thresholds for ST detection are

adopted from Jayakar (1987) and listed in Table 3.1. In addition, each ST candidate has an

index to identify its shape by two measurements, I1 andI2.Il reflects the potential ST's

"size", i.e. "tall and thin" or "short and thick" . A ST candidate is rejected if Il is not

satisfactory Gl < 3). 12 provides the information about the symmetry of two half-waves

(not used as part of the detecdtion algorithm). 11 and 12 are combined to indicate the shape

of a ST candidate (Table 3.2).

Table 3.1 ST detection th¡eshold.

Features Thresholds a

sharpness

Si, 52

S1+S2

amplitude

AI, A2

AI/ A2

duration

Dl,D2
D1+D2

lDl-D2l

S 1, 52 > 8uv / l6msec

S1+S2 > 40uv

AL, A2 > 20uv

I/4<AI/A2<2

DI,D2 > 16msec

32 <DI +DZ <240msec

lDl-D2l <(Dl+D2) /2

a : adopted from Jayakar et al, 1989.
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Table 3.2 ST shape definition.

12= AI / A2 or A2 / Ata(Vo) Il=kxmax(Al, A2) / (Dl +DZb¡ Shape

<50

>=50

)3,<=5
)=6, <=8

¡=P

)3,<=5
)=6, (=8

¡=!

AT

a2

a3

b1

b2

b3

a: A 1 and A2 are the amplitude of half-waves of ST candidates.

b: Dl and D2 are the duration of half-waves of ST candidates.

Note: when EEG is recorded using the scale, 3cm ->l second (horizontal) and I mm -> 7 uV (vertical),

I1 is defined as:

Jl = [Max (41, A2) (uV) / 70 (uV) ] / t@1 + D2) (msec) / (1/3) (s)l

= 4.8 x [Max (Al, AZ) / (Dt + D2)] ,

then k = 4.8 with Al, A2 in uV and Dl. D2 in msec.

3.4.2 ST Candidate vs. Its Vicinity Background

A vicinity of a ST candidate is defined as one second of EEG (not including the ST)

from the same channel on each side of the ST candidate. According to the IFSECN(19g3)

definition: an ST is " clearly distinguished from the background activity...". It is assumed

here that "distinguished" from the background has three meanings: l) amplitude

distinguished from the background; 2) sharpness distinguished from the background; 3)

duration distinguished from the background. The algorithm was developed to compare the

sharpness, duration and amplitude of a ST candidate with those of its vicinity, defined as

obviousness indices. Three levels were chosen to categorize the comparison results or

indices.
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Table 3.3 gives the category of a potential ST vs. its vicinity. It shouid be noted

here that the calculation of percentage is based on the length of time that the waves in a

category in the vicinity occupy rather than the number of waves. The reason for this

consideration is concerned with a situation of slow waves intermixed with fast waves. In

this case, the visual analysis may have the impression that the waves in the vicinity are

comparatively slow, though the number of fast waves is more than that of the slow waves.

Fig. 3.9 shows examples of various obviousness indices determined for ST

candidates.

The output of this detector is ST candidates characterized,by their shape index and

their obviousness indices.

Åa
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Table 3.3 Identifications of sT's obviousness from its vicinitv.

Threshold Obviousness index

ST's sharpness vs. vicinity-sharpness

at least 80Vo vicinity waves' sharpness < 3/4 ST's sharpness

at least 60Vo vicinity waves' sharpness < 3/4 ST's sha¡pness

less than 60Vo vicinity w? es' sharpness >5/4 ST's shaqpness
and less than 60Vo < 3/4 ST's sharpness

at least 60Vo vicinity waves' sharpness > 5/4 ST's sharpness

at least 80Vo vicinity waves' sharpness > 5/4 ST's sharpness

ST's amplitude vs. vicinity-amplitude

at least 807o vicinity waves'amplitude < 3/4 ST's amplitude

at least 60Vo vicinity waves'amplitude < 3/4 ST's amplitude

less than 6OVo vicinity waves' amplitude > 5/4 ST's amplitude
and less than 60Vo < 3/4 ST's amplitude

at least 60Vo vicinity waves'amplitude > 5/4 ST's amplitude

at least 80Vo viciniry waves'amplitude > 5/4 ST's amplitude

ST's duration vs. vicinity-duration

at least 80Vo vicinity waves'duration < 3/4 ST's duration

at least 60Vo vicini[y waves'duration < 3/4 ST's duration

less than 60Vo vicinity waves'duration > 5/4 ST's duration
and less than 60Vo < 3/4 ST's duration

at least 6OVo vicinity waves'duration > 5/4 ST's duration

at least 80Vo vicinity waves'duration > 5/4 ST's duration

ST Ol-sharpness

5

4

ST Ol-amplitude

5

4

ST Ol-duration

5

4

J

2

I

aJ

2

I

aJ

2

I
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(a) Ol-sharpness:s Ol-amplitude: 5 Ol-duration: 5

(b) Ol-sharpness: 5 Ol-amplitude: 3 Ol-durarion: 5

(c) Ol-sharpness: 3 Ol-amplitude:3 Ol-durarion: 3

Ol-sharpness: 1 Ol-amplitude: 2 OI-dwation: 3

Fig. 3.9 Examples of obviousness indices of a ST candidate in different vicinities.
Ol: obviousness index.

Note: ST candidates marked and showed in each figure may not be the only
one detected in the wave sequence, they were merely used to
indicate different Ol.

1
(d)
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3.5 Non-ST Event Detectors

Non-ST event detectors are described in this section which were designed to detect

and classify events frequently seen in EEG and which substantially affect the detection of

ST. In total, seven detectors were established. Thresholds were set up for each activity

based on the measurement of halfwave features (Gevins et al, 1976; Koffler and Gotman,

1985; Gotman et al, 1978 and 1985; Jayakar et al, 1985 and 1986;Jervis et al, 1988). A

detailed description of each follows.

Muscle activitv detector

The muscle activity detector attempts to capture muscle activity in all channels

based on the output of Filter 1. If in a 0.4 second epoch there are more than 20 halfwaves

(30H2), then a muscle activity is declared. Since the amplitude of muscle activity varies

considerably and might have a different influence on the ST analysis, it is desirable to

provide amplitude information along with the muscle activity detection. Basically, the

average amplitude of a muscle activity is graded into three levels, grade 1, grade 2 and,

grade 3, representing low, medium and high amplitude muscle activity. Table 3.4 gives the

detection th¡esholds and the grading level.

Table3.4 Muscle activity grading.

average amplitude of half-waves grade

<-- 50 uV

)50, <= 80 uV

>80 uV

I

2
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E)¡eblink detector

Since there is no channel dedicated to eye activity in a 16-channel recording

system, eyeblinks are detected in the frontal four channels, Fp1-F7, Fpl-F3, Fp2-F4, and,

Fp2-F8, based on the output of Filter 2.If tltree of the four channels are detected to have

coincident waves possessing a positive polarity, an amplitude over 40uv and duration

larger than 100ms, then an eyeblink event is determined.

Chewin_s detector

Chewing activity, in a strict sense, belongs to muscle activity. The reason that it is

detected by a separate detector is that in some cases the duration of chewing is wider than

that of non-chewing muscle activity, especially for high amplitude chewing events. Apart

from this, chewing activity often appears rþthmically and the time epoch of muscle activity

involved is shorter. As a result it may faii the thresholds of muscle activity detection.

The chewing detector captures single chewing first with the thresholds shown in

Table 3.5. After that a chewing sequence is looked for in terms of single chewings. If
within 1 second there are at least two chewings detected, then a chewing sequence is

declared. The length of chewing sequence is flexible, depending on how many single

chewings are found and how close they are to each other.

Table 3.5 Thresholds for single chewing detection.

Categories thresholds

frequency

averuge amplitude

amplitude vs. the

two adjacent area

>=4half-waves/0.2sec

>= 20 uV

>= 1.5 x adj-amplitude i
or >= 1.5 * adj-amplitude 2
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Movement detector

The movement detector detects movement in all channels based on the output of

Fiiter 2.The detection epoch is I sec and the thresholds are listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Movement detection thresholds.

categories thresholds

duration

D1 +D2
amplitude

( A1 + A2)/2

> 200 msec

> 175 uV

Rh)¡thmic activitv detector

Rhythmic activity detection is based on the outputs of Filter I and Filter 2.

Rhythmic activity detected from Filter 1 indicates activify that is smooth or obvious and can

be seen directly from the original signals. Rhythmic activity detected from Filter 2 might be

contaminated by superimposed waves. The epoch of a detection contains 10 waves (20

half-waves), therefore the epoch length is variable. Rhythmicity of a wave sequence was

defined by Gotman (1982 and 1989). The variation of wave durations was used as the

detection scale. In this research, the detection was performed by the following steps:

1) calculate the mean value of durations in an epoch, i.e., among the 20 half-

waves;

2) compare the largest and smallest half-waves'durations with the mean value. If
they exceed 16ms from the mean, then they are removed;

3) calculate the variation of half-wave durations. The number of half-waves used is

18-20:
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4) if the variâtion value for an epoch from Filter 1 is less than 0.20, and less than

0.30 from Filter Z,thena rhythmic activify is detected.

5) classify the rhythmic band, beta, alpha, theta or delta.

Two points should be explained here. The first is the elimination of the two

extreme duration values. This is because in general one or two sudden bursts do not

influence the visual impression of the whole rhythmic sequence; however they may impact

on the computer detection. The second point is the two variation standards (double

standards) to detect rhythmic activity from the different filters. The reason for this is to

separate "very rhythmic" activify from the not "very rhythmic". In general, much of seizure

activity which appears periodic is not "very rhythmic". To detect such activity, the variation

threshold should be comparatively loose. However, much normal rhythmic activity such as

alpha and beta have durations that are very similar to each other with very smooth waves.

Thus' the variation of the duration is higher. In summary, the method of setting up double

standards for the rhythmicity thresholds allows one to capture both activities mentioned

above and also to obtain information about the level of rhythmicitv.

Sleep spindie detector

The spindles are detected from Filter 1's output. The epoch for spindle detection is

0.5s. If within this epoch, waves appear rhythmic and in a frequency range of 7-14 Hz,

then a spindle activity is detected, especially when central channels are involved.

Slow wave and slow wave sequence detector

Slow wave and slow wave sequence are detected and stored respectivel], since

both of them are significant for a ST determination. For example, a poorly formed ST is

not directly followed by a slow wave but has a slow wave sequence in an adjacent channel,

which may indicate a poorly formed SSV/ activity.
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The thresholds for slow wave and slow wave sequence detection are given below.

Table 3.7 slow wave and slow wave sequence detection thresholds.

category thresholds

slow wave duration

slow wave

DT,D2

amplitude

(AI+ A2)/2

sequence at least 4 slow waves

100 msec < Dl, D2 < 600 msec

>30uV

within 2 sec

3.6 Background Analyzer

The background analyzer investigates and provides the general background

information for a segment. It analyzes frequency and amplitude of EEGs from Filter 1

channel by channei, as indicated in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8 Information provided by the background analyzer.

frequency categories amplitude categories &. averuge amplitude (mv)

very-slow-wave

delta

theta

alpha

beta

muscle act. range

<50

>= 50, <100

>=100, <200

>=200, <400

>=400

The analysis sets up five frequency categories and checks all half-waves in a

channel to find out the percentage of the time for each category. If one category possesses a
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very high percentage, then it should be understood that the majority of waves in this

channel fall into the corresponding frequency range.

Regarding amplitude, there are also five categories. As with the frequency method,

the analyzer scans all half-waves in a channel to find out both the time percentage of each

category and the average value.

With the background analyzer, the general frequency and amplitude state of all

channels within a segment can be extracted.

3.7 Database Creator

Based on the information extracted by the detectors and the analyzer, the database

creator generates two databases: a sharp transient database (ST-database) and an

electrographic seizure and background database (SB-database). As mentioned previously,

the pu¡pose of this database system is to provide detailed EEG information. Therefore, the

task of this database creator is to organize and integrate the entire information into a form

which makes sense to the interpretation which follows. Records (information units) are

defined differently for these two databases. Below, the principte of ST-database and SB-

database generation by the creatoris described.

3.7.1 ST-database

The ST-database stores the information extracted to assist a ST analysis. Thus a

basic unit or a record in the database is concerned with a single ST candidate. The contents

or fields of each record therefore contain the information related to the corresponding ST

candidate and its contextual situation.

The information about a ST candidate is: channel number, time of occurïence,

polarity, shape and obviousness indices.

s0-
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The contextual information is divided into three types: 1) COINCIDENT event

information: 2) WITHIN channel information; and 3) BEFORE and/or AFTER

information. The COINCIDENT event information informs if other events occurred

simultaneously with the current potential ST. It involves eyeblinks, chewing activity and

body movement in any channel except the current ST channel. It also presents muscle

activity, slow wave sequence and single slow waves in the one/two adjacent channels. For

single slow waves it gives the number of them. The WITHIN channel information

describes if the current potential ST is between muscle activity, chewing activity, rhythmic

activity, or slow wave sequence. The BEFORE and,/or AFTER information tells that

whether or not there are other potential STs or slow waves proceeded or followed by the

current ST candidate.

Information in the ST-database can be retrieved record by record and displayed on

the screen, as shown in Fig. 3.10.

3.7.2 SB-database

The SB-database was designed to store information that describes one segment of

EEG, including background characteristics and predominant sequences. Thus, it is

reasonable to choose the information of one channel of EEG as a record. V/ithin each

record, two types of information are managed, the general information produced by the

background analyzer and the predominant sequence information such as rhythmic activity

and artifacts detected by the detectors. A record information in the SB-database is an

overview of an EEG channel, which may help a following system to have a global view of

the background and predominant sequences, which is particularly useful for detection of

electrographic seizures. Information in the SB-database can be retrieved and displayed on

the screen, as shown in Fie. 3.11.
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Fig' 3'11 Example of information in sB-database displayed in computer window. Rhythmic activities marked with ,,*,'represent the detection results based on the i,utþut ftom piiiåiã;'óii"i*ire, from Filter 1.
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3.8 Database Fite Storage

Information in the ST-database and SB-database for one EEG segment is stored

separately as two ASCtr text files in the hard disk and can be retrieved by other programs

for further analysis or for display.
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Chapter 4
Expert System Analysis

As described in previous chapters, the system for epileptiform activity analysis contains

two parts: a database system and two expert systems. This chapter gives a detailed

description of the expert systems for sharp transient detection as well as for electrographic

seizure interpretation.

4.1 ST Detection Expert System

4.1.1 Analysis Scheme

Typically, computer EEG analysis is based on an individual ST candidate (Glover

etal, 1989; Davey et al, 1989). In the present expert system, the heuristic analysis is

focused on a ST-event candidate which may contain one or more individual ST candidates.

In a 16-channel longitudinal bipolar montage there are four channel groups with each of

them containing four successive channels from the front to back. A ST-event is defined as

one or more STs which appear coincidently in a channel group and have an appropriate

polarity pattern. However, candidates which occur synchronously but not in the same

group belon_e to different events, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Rules in the expert system were established to analyze ST-event candidates rather

than single ST candidates. This analysis scheme is based on the consideration that usually

spikes or sharp waves spread and form a field which is frequently used by clinical visual

analysis (E. Niedermeyer, 1982). For
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example, EEGers always talk about ST-field or -focal events rather than single ST

candidates. In addition, event-based analysis simplifies detection procedures, a situation

which is in particular complex when artifacts and multiple ST candidates occur

coincidently.

The established expert system contains three major phases corresponding to three

knowledge-bases: ST-event classification, analysis and system report, as shown in Fig.

4.2. In the ST-event classification phase, all detected ST candidates are investigated

according to their channel group, polarity and time; then classified into different events. At

the analysis stage, each and every type of ST-events is analyzed by the corresponding

group of rules in the knowledge-base. Rules in a group are further divided into sets to

confirm, suspect or reject ST-event candidates. The analyzed results are reported by the

system report section.

4.1.2 Data Type

The input of the expert system is from the ST-database. By opening and reading a

ST-database file, ST records are transferred into the expert system as ST-facts. Each

parameter in a ST-fact corresponds to an attribute or a description of a ST candidate. All

parameters in a fact are arranged in an ordered manner, as shown in Fig. 4.3. It can be

seen that the fact data type for a ST candidate is inconvenient, hence a template was defined

to represent a ST-fact in a nonordered manner. The structure of a ST-template is given

below:

(deftemplate st ""

(field nickname (type NUMBER))
(field No. (type NUMBER))

(field channel (type NUMBER))
(field time (rype NUMBER))

(field polarity (type V/ORD))

(field shape (type WORD))
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EEG information from the ST-database

ST event
classification

ST event
clnssification

rules

single evenÍ
focal event

field event

HeurÍstic reasoning
for the event

field event

Artifact rejection
ønd the event

conclusion rules

System reports Report rules

output

Fig. 4.2 Block diagram of the expert system for ST interpretation.
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A

(sr-data No' channel-No' time polarity shape sharpness-index amplitude-index duration-index c-eyeblink

c-chewing c-muscle-adj acent-channel c-muscle-adj acent-channel2 c-movement c-slow-wave-sequence I -start
c-slow-wave-sequencel-end c-slow-wave-sequence2-start c-slow-wave-sequence 2-end, c-slow-wave1

c-slow-wave2 w-muscle w-chewing w-slow-wave-sequence b/a-slow-wave b/a-ST spindleLA

I

B

(sr-data 2 rz 18 negative b3 4 5 5 yes no 0 0 0 0 0 2 z 0 no no no yes no no)

Fig.4.3 ST-fact format and data example. A: ST-fact sryle; B: with data from fis. 3.10.
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(field v-sharpness (rype NUMBER))
(field v-amptirude (type NUMBER))
(field v-durarion (rype NUMBER))
(field c-eyeblink (type V/ORD))

(field c-chewing (rype WORD))

(f,reld c-musclet (rype NUMBER))
(field c-muscte2 (type NUMBER))
(field c-movemenr (rype V/ORD))

(field c-s_w_q l_starr (type NIIMBER))
(field c-s_w_q l_end (rype NUMBER))
(field c-s_w_ q2 _staft (type NTIMB ER))

(field c-s_w_q 2_end (rype NUMBER))
(field c-s_wavesl (type NUMBER))
(field c-s_waves2 (rype NUMBER))
(field w-muscle (type NUMBER))
(field w-chewing (rype WORD))
(field w-s_q_starr (rype NUMBER))
(field w-s_q_end (type NUMBER))
(field w-rhythm (fype V/ORD))

(field f-s_wave (type V/ORD))

(field f-st (type WORD))

(field spindle (rype WORD)))

The ST-template has 28 fields, each corresponds to a parameter in a ST-fact.

Before the ST-event classification procedure, ST-facts are converted into ST+emplates.

4.1.3 ST-event Classification

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, in a 16-channel longitudinal bipolar

montage there are four groups of electrodes on the scalp to form four longitudinal

successive channels from the front to back. Normalty an epileptiform discharge has a focus

and is reflected in two or more successive channels, which can be seen in EEG that all
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transients point towards or leave from one point and is often used by EEGers to confirm or

reject STs. Based on this knowledge, the ST-event classification is performed within a

group longitudinally and if the occurence of two STs is less then 0.2 sec, then thev are

considered to be coincident.

Fig- 4.4 shows the ST-event classification which is determined by considering the

number of channels involved, the location of the event and polarity patterns. In total, four

events are defined and classified, including field, focal, boundary, and single events.

Field event

A ST field-event is defined as an event which at least involves th¡ee successive

channels. The combination of ST polarity may vary, yet there must be an obvious focus.

Focal event

A ST focal-event is defined as an event which involves two channels and ST

candidates show a focus. These two channels can be adjacent to each other or separated by

a channel with no ST. For two adjacent channels, none of them shouid be a boundarv

channel.

Boundary event

A ST boundary event is defined as an event in which one channel is a boundary

channel. A boundary event is further classified into three types depending on the number

ofchannels involved. A boundary-large-event indicates at least three channels which have

the same polarity ST candidates involved in the event. A boundary-small-event suggests

that two channels have simultaneous ST candidates and their polarities could be the same

or towards each other. A boundary-single event implies that only one ST candidate is

detected in a boundarv channel.
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Note that a event shows a focus and has a boundary channel is classified as a

boundary-smali event rather than a focal event (Fig. a.Ð. The reason for this is that it could

be a field event if there were an additional channel. However, a focal event dose not have

this possibility, which could make difference in analysis.

Single event

A single-event is defined as an event that one ST candidate is detected in a non-

boundary channel without other coincident ST candidates in the adjacent channels.

4.L.4 Knowledge-base for Interpretation

The interpretation rules, composed of four sets associated with different ST-events,

are concentrated on analyzing and declaring ST-event candidates. Two kinds of

confirmation of a ST-event ate done, real or suspect, through the rule analysis based on the

followins information:

- type of the event

- characteristics of ST candidates

- confirming information, such as slow waves or a confirmed sr-event in the

adjacent or symmetric longitudinal channels.

- rejecting information, such as artifacts

In the following, the rule strategy for each ST-event is discussed in detail. For a

summary of the rules refer to Appendix B.
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1. field event

2. focal event

=-v- --\/-

3. single event

AV

4. boundary-large event

A/l

---l-
5. boundary-small event
___-V-

A

--_-Y--_-V-
6. boundary-single event

A

-----l/--

Fig. 4.4 Examples of the definitions of ST-evenr rype

: indicating a channel with no ST detected.

--A- : indicating a channel with a detected potential ST.
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4.t.4.L Field-event Rules

Field-event rules are used to analyze ST-field-event candidates in various situations.

Since a ST-field-event contains at least three single coincident ST candidates which may

indicate a genuine epileptiform focus, it does not need strong supporting evidence to

confirm it. Basicaliy in a non-artifactual situation, if a slow wave sequence or two slow

waves are detected in a ST-field-event's vicinity, it is declared to be a real event. However

even if there is no such evidence, but the ST candidates of the event have a hieh

obviousness index (>= I2),it still can be concluded as a real event.

In artifactual cases a ST-field-event may be rejected or confirmed according to the

artifactual types and its ST candidates' features. Usually if two or more channels are found

with movement or chewing activity, then coincident ST-field-event candidates detected in

the same channels are rejected. Nevertheless, if a ST-field-event is detected within a muscle

or a rhythmic activity, the confirmation is dependent on values of the obviousness indices

of the ST candidates. An example of rules is shown below :

(defrule ST-field-event-rule5 "within muscle artifacf,

(start to analyze the field)

?ST-field<-(field 3 negtive ?chl ?nol ?ch2?no} ?ch3 ?no3 ?rime)

?srl<-(st (No. ?nol) (channel ?chl) (shape ?spr) (v-sharpness ?sl) (v-amplitude ?al) (v-durarion

?dl) (c-chewing no) (c-movement no) (c-musclel 0) (c-muscle2 1) (c-eyeblink no) (w-

muscle 1) (w-chewing no) (spindte no))

?ST2<-(st (No. ?no2) (channel ?ch2) (shape ?sp2) (v-sharpness ?s2) (v-amplitude ?a2) (v-duration

?d2) (c-chewing no) (c-movement no) (c-muscler r) (c-muscle2 0) (c-eyeblink no) (w-

muscle 1) (w-chewing no) (spindle no))

?sr3<-(st (No. ?no3) (channel ?ch3) (shape ?sp1) (v-sharpness ?s3) (v-amplitude ?a3) (v-duration

?d3) (c-chewing no) (c-movemenr no) (c-musclel i) (c-muscle2 0) (c-eyeblink no) (w-

muscle 0) (w-chewing no) (spindle no))

(test (and (<= l0 (+ ?sl ?al ?d1) (<= 10 (+ ?s2 ?a2?d2) (<=12 (+ ?s3 ?a3 ?d3)) ))

(test (and (eq ?spl b2lb3) (eq?sp2b2tb3)(eq ?sp3 b2tb3))) ))

=>
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(retract ?ST-field) (rerracr ?STt) (retracr ?ST2) (rerracr ?ST3)

(assert (st 3 ?chl ?ch3 ?time suspecr ST-field-event_rule_muslce)))

The ST-field-event is represented by ?ST-field which contains three ST candidates,

represented by ?ST1, ?ST2 and ?ST3, respectively. The information of each ST candidate

is attached with the candidate for the analysis. In the above example, muscle artifacts

appeared snychronously in the same channels of ST candidates ?ST1 and ?ST2 (the values

of "w-muscle" for ?ST1 and ?ST2 are 1) . In this case, although artifacts are obvious, the

ST-field-event candidate is not rejected, since:

1) the obviousness indices of the ST candidates within muscle activity are equal or

above 10 (?s1+?a1+?d1>=10, ?s2+?a2+?d2>=10), which indicates that comparatively they

stand out from the artifacts;

2) the obviousness index of the ST candidate without muscle activity is equai or

above 12 (?s3+?a3+?d3>=12), which means that it very obvious from the vicinity.

This ST-field-event is finally declared as a suspect ST-event.

4.1.4.2 Focal-event Rules

Focal-event rules were developed to ana|yze ST-focal-event candidates. Since a

focal-event, as defined previously, only contains two ST candidates, the probability of

artifact is higher. Thus, rules for confirming a focal-event as a real ST-event should be

stricter than those for field-events. In general, stronger evidence of slow waves or slow

wave sequences for confirmation is required. For example, if there is one slow wave

sequence detected coincidently in the vicinity of the event candidate, other evidence such as

two or more slow waves is necessary to confirm it to be a genuine ST-event. In the

artifactual cases, the stricter conditions for confirmation also hold.
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An example of focal-event ruies is illustrated below:

(defrule ssw-focal-ruIe2 "Z vicinity>=l3, no slow waves or slow wave sequences,,

(start to analyze the focal)

?ST-evenr<-(focal two-channel negtive ?chl ?nol ?ch2?no2 ?time)

?STl<-(st (No. ?nol) (channel ?chl) (shape ?spl) (v-sharpness ?s1) (v-amplitude ?a1) (v-duration

?dl) (c-chewing no) (c-movement no) (c-musclel2'.3) (c-muscle2 1) (c-s_w_ql_sraÍ ?c-

sqsll) (c-s-w-ql_end ?c-sqEll) (c-s_w_q2_srart ?c-sqs21) (c-s_w_q2_end ?c_sqE12) (c_

s-waves 1 ?c-w 1 I )(c-s_waves2 ? c-w 12) (w-s_q_start ?w-sqs I ) (w-s_q_end ?w_sqE I ) (w_

muscle 0) (w-chewing no) (f_s_wave ?f_wl))

?ST2<-(st (No. ?no2) (channel ?ch2) (shape ?sp1) (v-sharpness ?s2) (v-amplirude ?a2) (v-durarion

?d2) (c-chewing no) (c-movement no) (c-musclel 0) (c-muscle2 0) (c-s_w_q1_srarr ?c-sqS2l)
(c-s-w-ql-end ?c-sqE2l) (c-s_w_q2_starr ?c-sqs22) (c-s_w_q?_.e nd?c-sqq¿2) (c_s_wavesl

?c-w2l(c-s-wavesZ ?c-w22) (w-s-q-start ?w-sqS2) (w-s_q-end?w-sqE2) (w-muscte0)(w-

chewing no) (f-s_wave ?f-w2))

(test (and (and (<= 13 (+ ?sl ?al ?d1)) (<= t3 (+?sZ2a2?d2))

(and (shape ?sp1 b2lb3) (shape ?sp2 b2tb3)))

=>

(retract ?index) (retract ?x1) (renact ?x2)

(assert (st 2 ?chl ?ch2 ?time real ST_focal_event_noSS)))

In this example, there are neither artifacts nor confirmation evidence. However,

due to the high obviousness indices of the ST candidates, this event finally is claimed to be

a real ST-event. It is noticed that the requirement for obviousness indices (>=13) is higher

than that of the f,reld-event.

4.1.4.3 Single-event Rules

Single-event rules are designed to analyze ST-single-event candidates. As

described previously, a ST-single-event candidate occurs without other coincident ST

candidates in the adjacent channels as supportive evidence. Therefore caution should be
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taken when confinning a ST-single-event because it is higtrly possible that artifacts or other

activity cause it.

For a single ST-event candidate, if there is no more than two slow waves or slow

wave sequences in the vicinity, or the ST candidate does not have a typical shape and high

obviousness index, it is not confirmed as a real ST-event.

An example of rules dealing with sr-single-event is given below:

(defrule ssw-single-ruIe3 " vicinity)=8,2c-s-sequence and I f-wave,'

(start to analyze the single)

?ST-event<-(single ?direction ?ch1 ?nol ?time)

?srl<-(st (No. ?nol) (channel ?chl) (v-sharpness ?sl) (v-amplitude ?al) (v-duration ?dl) (c-

chewing no) (c-movemenr no) (c-musclel 0) (c-muscle2 0) (c-s_w_ql srar ?c-sqs11) (c-

s-w-ql-end ?c-sqEl1) (c-s-w-q2-start ?c-sqs21) (c-s_w_q2_end ?c-sqEl2) (c-s_wavesl ?c-

w11) (c-s-wavesz ?c-wl2) (w-s_q_srart ?w-sqs1) (w-s_q_end ?w-sqE1) (w-muscle 0) (w-

chewing no) (f-s_wave ?f-wl))

(test (and (neq no ?f-wl) (!= 0 ?c-sqEl l) (!= 0 ?c-sqEt2)))

=>

(retract ?index) (retract ?xl)

(assert (ST 1 ?ch1 ?ch1 ?time real ST-single-Ss)))

In this example, the ST-single-event is declared to be a real ST-event, because the

ST candidate is followed by a slow wave and two slow wave sequences were also found in

the adjacent channels.

4.1.4.4 Boundary-event Rules

ST-boundary-event rules are divided into three groups: boundary-large-event rules,

boundary-small-event rules and boundary-single-event rules. Rules in each group have

different conditions. For instance, a boundaryJarge event could be more iikely confirmed
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to be a real or suspect ST-event than a boundary-single event because it has more

coincident ST candidates.

It should be mentioned that, as in the case of ST field-event, focal-event and

single-event rules, the rule conditions for judging boundary-events are variable. For an

exampie, a ST-field-event is more likely to be a genuine event than a boundary-large event

without considering other information, since the first already is a field while the latter just

has a possibility to be a field. However, compared to focal- and single-events, boundary-

small- and boundary-single-events likely have higher possibility to be a real ST-event. For

example, a single-event has no other coincident STs to support it, while for a boundary

single event, the possibility of another coincident ST exists. Therefore, rules are organized

differently according to the types of events.

4.1.5 System Report

The system report for ST detection is divided into two levels, A and B.

The level A report is for clinical users. It mainly describes the ST detection results,

including channels involved, time of occurrence and classification of the event. The content

in this levei report does not deal with the analysis process, since the level A report is similar

to clinical EEGers.

The level B report is designed for system analysts responsible for modifying,

testing and maintaining the system. In this report more detailed information relating to all

ST candidates is provided, including the reasons an event is confirmed or rejected as well

as rules used. This facilitates modification of the svstem.

4.2 Expert system for Electrographic seizure Anarysis

This section introduces the expert system for analyzing electrographic seizures

which are characterized by rhythmic activity. The rhythmic activity, detected by the
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database system and stored in the SB-database, were input into the expert system as

electrographic seizure candidates.

4.2.1 Analysis Scheme

The interpretation procedure of the expert system for electrographic seizures is

composed of three phases. Each of them has a knowledge-base with specific tasks, as

shown in Fig. 4.5. The first phase is used to select a background. Since electrographic

seizure should be distinguishable from the EEG background, the average amplitude of the

background can be used as a reference for a preliminary recognition of a seizure activity

(Gotman, 1982 and 1989). The second phase deals with the heuristic interpretation which

is performed by reasoning based on rules in the related knowledge-base. This phase is

further divided into several steps which attempt to distinguish a rhythmic electrographic

seizure from other artifactual or pathological rhythmic activity, since non-s eizure rhythmic

activity occurs frequentiy and is a major cause of false positive detections (Qu and Gotman,

1993). Rules designed in this knowledge-base are concerned with rejection of activity such

as normal rhythmic activity, movement, chewing, multi-eyeblink, electrode artifacts and

non-seizure paroxysmal bursts. Conclusions are summarized in a report phase after

completion of the inte¡pretation. There a¡e two types of classification of a seizure candidate:

real or suspect. Similar to the report method for ST detection, there are two levels of

reports in this system.

4.2.2 Data Type

Fig.4.6 shows the format of different information items stored in the expert system.

Since information items in the SB-database are relatively independent and short, it is not

necessary to transform them into template types.
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Background
selection

Background
selection rales

Rhythmic activity
distinguishing rules fnterpretation

Report rules System report

Information from
the SB-database

Fig. 4.5 Block diagram of the expert system for the electrographic
setzure analvsis.
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4.2.3 Background Selection

It is felt desirable that the background have no artifacts or rhythmic activity in order

to set up a reference to distinguish electrographic seizure activity. However, the time

location of a selected background in EEG is less important.

In this expert system, the background is defined as a20 sec section (segment) of

EEG and selected channel by channel from any number of segments of a single patient. The

selection strategy is, if possible, to select a channel without artifacts or background

rhythmic activity. If rhythmic activity can not be avoided, then a channel without artifacts is

chosen. If both artifact and rhythmic activity occur all the channels of all segments to be

analyzed, then select the channel with the lowest average amplitude. As well, if several

channels in different segments satisfy the seiection criteria simultaneously, the one with the

lowest average amplitude is chosen. The major concern is to select a background that is as

clear as possible and thus, as shown inFig.4.7, the selected background selected may

involve a channel(s) from different segments. It should be pointed out that channel 7 in alI

segments contain artifacts; based on the strategy the one with the lowest average amplitude

was selected.

4.2.4 Knowledge-base Interpretation

The diagram of the knowledge-base structure of interpretation is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Six groups of rules were established to reject non-seizure activity based on thç information

of general amplitude, frequency and artifacts. Rhythmic activity not rejected by the rules are

finally classified as real or suspect electrographic seizures according to whether it lasts

more than 4 sec or there is simultaneous seizure candidates in the adjacent channels.

A general description of the strategy in each rule category is given below. For

details refer to Appendix B.
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information in the g-database of
the multipu{pose daiãbase system background information

Rules to reject movement
and chewing artifacts

Classification of
rhythmic electrographic seizures

Fig.4.8 Diagram of the knowledge-base for interpretation.
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normal rhythmic activity

Rules to reject
multi-eyeblink atrifact

Rules to reject
electrode artifact

Rules to reject certain
non-serzure paroxysmal burst
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4.2.4.1 Basic Rules

The basic analysis rules were designed to eliminate rhythmic activity whose average

amplitude is less than that of the background or whose length is shorter than 2 seconds

(Gotman, 1982). Usually a seizure activity should be obvious from the background and

last for a considerable period of time. Rhythmic activify, no matter what frequency range it
is in, tends not to be analyzedfurther unless it satisfies the amplitude and length criteria.

It should be noticed that if the current segment has been selected as the

background, then the amplitude of rhythmic activity is not checked, since it is not proper to

use a candidate's own activity as backeround.

4.2.4.2 Normal Rhythmic Activity Rejection Rules

Normal rhythmic activity rejection rules are responsible for confirming and rejecting

normal activity such as delta, theta, alpha or beta sequences. In general, normal rhythmic

activity is smooth and does not present a sudden onset or cessation. Further it appears in

specific locations.

In the rule analysis, if a rþthmic activity is detected from Filter 1 or both Filter 1

and Filter 2, then its slope is considered to be smooth. In addition, rejection conditions for

each activity should include the following aspects:

Beta

The average amplitude of beta is between twice and half of the current channel.

Alpha

It occurs on both sides of the occipital region, typically posterial channels.
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Delta and theta

The percentage of the general frequency of the segment in theta and delta ranges is

greater than 50Vo: and sleep spindles are detected.

If rhythmic activity is detected (beta and atpha from Filter 1; theta and delta from

both Filter 1 and Filter 2) and the above corresponding conditions are satisfied, then the

activity is not classed as an electrographic seizure.

4.2.4.3 Multi-eyeblink Rejection Rules

Multi-eyeblink rejection rules are focused on distinguishing multi-eyeblinks

detected as rhythmic activity from electrographic seizures. The rules examine if the

rhythmic activity is in a frontal channel, if the average amplitude exceeds 40uv and if within

a segment the number of blinks exceeds 10. If these conditions are satisfied, then the

rhythmic activity is likely to be a multi-eyeblink activity and should not be classed as an

electrographic seizure.

4,2.4.4 Movement and Chewing Rejection Rules

Movement and chewing rejection rules reject movement or chewing activity. In

some cases movement and chewing artifacts are smoothed by Filter Z, i.e. the small and

high frequency waves might be removed, which could result in false detection as an

electrographic seizure candidates, especially if the artifacts last more than two seconds. The

rejection strategy is if a seizure candidate is also detected as movement or chewing activity

at the same time, then it is rejected to be the a¡tifact.

4.2.4.5 Electrode Artifact Rejection Rules

Certain types of electrode artifact appear in a rhythmic manner. The amplitude and

frequency of this artifact are comparatively high; and waveforms possess high regularity
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which does not look like EEG signals. Rules were established to reject this type of
electrode artifact based on the following conditions:

1) the activity was detected as the same frequency range by both Filter 1 and

Fllter 2,

2) the average amplitude of the activity is over l00uv,

3) two adjacent charurels are involved.

once these conditions are satisfied, the current detected rhythmic activitv is

considered to be an electrode artifact and rejected.

4.2.4.6 Other Paroxysmal Burst Rejection Rules

Non-seizure paroxysmal burst rejection rules were developed to exclude certain

rhythmic paroxysmal activity which are not likely electrographic seizures. The rules are

designed to distinguish and reject rhythmic paroxysmal bursts possessing the following

characteristics: a) the length is short, b) very obvious in amplitude, and c) in a clear

background.

The rejection conditions are:

1) detected rhythmic activity is less than 4 sec in length,

2) the average amplitude of the detected rhythmic activity is three times greater than

the general amplitude in the channel,

3) no artifact in the channel.

Ifall these are satisfied, then the activity is rejected as a electrographic seizure .

4.2.5 Report

The report method in this system is similar to that of the ST analysis. It provides

two ievel analysis of results: one for clinical users and one for system analysts. The report

for clinical users contains information about detected electrographic seizures, such as their
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rrequency range' Iocation, length of time within a segment and classification. The report for

the system analysts is more detailed, since they may use it to modify, test and maintain the

system. Such a report includes all the information about detected rhythmic activity, and the

rules used to reject or conf,trm them. AIso the general background information is included.
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Chapter 5
Results, Evaluation and Discussion

5.1- system Training and Evaluation Data selection
We flrst established the expert systems with initial rules for ST detection and for

electrographic seizure interpretation. They were implemented based on the knowledge

acquired from the human expert (Dr. S.S. Seshia, pediatric clinical and neurophysiologist

and pediatric EEG physiologist) and literature sources. Then they were trained using forfy

selected EEG segments from six patients (independent from the evaluation set) through two

separate steps. The first step modified the rules after testing them with half the data. The

qrimary goal of this step was to detect the real STs. The second step further ¡efined the

ruies using the other hatf of the data where minimization of false detection became the

major consideration.

Forty EEG segments (each contains 20 sec EEG data) were selected from eleven

patients for the evaluation of the expert system for ST detection, whiie eighty five segments

from eight patients were used for the expert system for the electrographic seizure

inte¡pretation and ten segments from six patients were utilized for the background analysis.

AII patients had the EEG recorded due to abnormal ciinical manifestations. It should be

mentioned that the data sets for the evaluation are independent from each other as well as

from the training set; however, they did not come from completely different patient sets.

The data selected for the system evaluation were originally recorded onro tape

cassettes with a A1-AZ Ambuiatory EEG recorder. The regular recording sample is 20

seconds and the recording interval va¡ies from 20 minutes to 40 minutes. However, if the

button is pressed by a patient with an abnormal feeling, then the previous 2 minutes of
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EEG is recorded and a following2 to 4 minutes. The selected data were played back by a

tape deck (Pioneer CT-w300), then digitizerd into the computer through the EEG machine.

The visual annotation of the EEG data was done by one neurophysiologist before the

automatic analysis.

The evaluation of the system performance was carried out for ST detection,

electrographic seizure inteqpretation and background analysis, where the results obtained

from the computer system were compared with that of visual analvsis.

5.2 ST Detection System performance

5.2.1. Examples of Correct Detection

Usually three possible results could be obtained from the analysis of a ST-event

candidate. A ST-event candidate can be: a) confirmed as a real ST-event b) semi-confirmed

as a suspect ST-event, and c) rejected. Some examples are given below. In each figure,

detected sr candidates are marked by an arrow, slow waves by a ,,*,,, and wave sequences

by an underline.

Fig. 5.1 shows four examples of ST field-event confirmation and rejection in

accordance with the ST field rules. Fig. 5.la gives an example of a confirmation. A 4-ch

field-event was detected involving ST candidates in channels 13,74,15 and 16. It was

confirmed as a real ST event, since:

1) within I second vicinity on each side of the ST-event, there were no artifacts.

2) there was no rhythmic activity present,

3) there were at least two slow waves detected in the vicinity.

Another example of field-event confirmation is illustrated in Fig. 5.lb. It can be

seen that one channel (channel 3) of the detected 3-ch field-event candidate possesses
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rhythmic beta activity and that there are no accompanying slow waves in the vicinity.

However in this case, the ST field-event was still confirmed as a suspect ST-event because:

1) the obviousness index of the ST candidate in the channel with beta activity was

above 11, which suggests that the ST candidate is not apartof the beta activity,

2) there was at least another ST candidate (in channel 2) whose obviousness

index is equal or greater than 13.

An example of ST-field-event candidate rejection is given in Fig. 5.1c. In the figure, a 3-ch

field-event candidate was observed, involving channel s !,2 and 3 . A movement activity

was also reported in the vicinity of the ST event. Thus this field event was rejected by the

field rejection rules, since it is likely caused by the movement artifact. In Fig. 5.1d, an

example of a ST-field-event rejection in a non-artifact situation is given . ST candidates of

the field-event are detected in channels 5,6, andJ and there is no artifact reported within

the event vicinity except rhythmic activity in channel 5. Nevertheless, the obviousness

indices of the ST candidates are less than 9, which indicates that the ST candidates are not

obvious from its vicinity. They could be normal EEG waves that occurred randomlv and

formed a field-like event. Thus it should not be confirmed as a real ST-event.

Four examples of ST focal-event confirmation and rejection based on the focal-

event rules are presented in Fig. 5.2. A ST focal-event is detected in channels 14 and,15

(Fig. 5.2a). This event is confirmed as a real ST event, since it has at least three slow

waves in its vicinity and there are no detected artifacts. In the second example (Fig. 5.2b)

several ST focal-events are detected in channels 6 and 7. Since the ST's are very obvious

from the vicinity (obviousness indices are above 13) and the shape of the STs is bZ or b3

with no artifact detected, they were confirmed to be real ST-events. The third example

shows the ST focal-event rejection, in which two ST candidates in channels 1 and 3 were

originally detected as a ST focal-event candidate (Fig. 5.2c). However, the ST candidate in

channel 3 is within a rhythmic activity, and the indices of both ST candidates are less than
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10; thus the focal-event rejection rules rejected the event . The last example presents the

situation of ST focal-event candidates detected within movement activity (Fig. 5.2d). As

shown in the figure, there are two focal-events found in channels 14 and 15, which

occurred coincidentally with movement activity. The focal-event rules rejected the two

events as true focal-events because in this circumstance they are likely caused by the

artifacts.

Examples of boundary-small-event analysis are demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. A
confirmed boundary-small-event is observed in Fig. 5.3a. It can be seen that in channels 9

and 10 there are two detected ST candidates which formed a boundary-small-event.

Further, two slow waves are found in the vicinity of the event. It is also noticed that there

are sha¡p and low amplitude waves in channel 10 which result in the obviousness index of

the ST candidate in this channel to be less than 12, which is not sufficient for being

confirmed as a true event. However, in channels 1,2 and.3, there is a coincident ST fietd-

event (confirmed) which provided adjacent tongitudinal evidence. Therefore the boundary-

small-event that occurred in channels 9 and 10 is confirmed to be a real ST-event. Another

ST boundary-small-event is detected in Fig. 5.3b, channels 3 and 4. Since no slow waves

or slow wave sequence are found in the vicinity and the indices of the ST candidates are

above 9 but less than 72, this event is confirmed to be a suspect ST boundary-small-event.

Several ST candidates are detected in channels 13 and 14 which appear to form boundary-

small-events, as shown in Fig. 5.3c. However, they occur within rhythmic activity and

their obviousness indices are not high enough (they a¡e <=10) to be distinguished from the

rhythmic \,vaves. Based on the boundary-event rules, these boundary-small-events are

considered to be parts of the rhythmic activity and therefore are rejected.

Boundary-single- and single-event examples are given in Figures 5.4 and 5.5,

respectively. ST candidates were detected in both front and back boundary channels

(channels 13 and 16, respectively) while slow waves were found in channels 13. 15 and 16
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(Fig. 5.aa). More than 4 slolv waves within a 2 second period were observed in channel

14, which formed a slow wave sequence. It is also noticed that the boundary-single-events

in channel 13 have

1) a high obviousness index (>=11), and

2) one slow wave in the vicinity.

As a result these events \ryere confirmed by the boundary-event rules to be real ST

events. The boundary-single-events in channel 16 were different from those in channel 13,

since their amplitude did not look as obvious from the vicinity as those in channel 13 but

other conditions were similar. Based on the boundary-event rule these ST events were

concluded as suspect ST boundary-single-events.

An example is given in Fig. 5.4b to demonstrate the rejection of a boundary-single-

event. Several boundary-single-events were found in channel L2, yet the confirmation

conditions such as slow waves or a slow wave sequence in the same channel or adjacent

channels were not satisfied and also the obviousness indices of the ST-events were low

(<8). Thus they were eventualiy classed as false ST-events.

A single-event confirmation example is illustrated in Fig. 5.5, in which two ST

singie-events were detected in channels 2 and 3. Further slow waves tvere also found in

channels 2,3 and 4. Since every single-event

1) has at least one slow wave in the same channel and an adiacent channel.

2) the obviousness indices are above 11,

the events were confirmed to be real ST-events.

5.2.2. Examples of Misses

False negatives or misses of the system may be caused from two sources: the

database system or the expert system detection rules. For example, a number of ST events

are identified by the system in channels 13, 14,15 and 16, including one field-event, th¡ee
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boundary-small-events and three boundary-single-events (Fig. 5.6a). By visuai scoring,

there were also many high amplitude slow waves accompanying the ST events. Since both

the amplitude and duration of the slow waves were large, the database system misdetected

them as movement activity. This resulted in the rejection of all true sT-events that occurred

in this time period.

In Fig. 5.6b, a suspect ST boundary-single-event visually identified in channel 8 is

missed by the database system because its duration exceeded the detection threshold. This

was caused by the preprocessing in the database system, which may enlarge the wave

duration.

5.2.3. Examples of False Positives

Several sharp waves were detected by the database system as ST candidates, as

shown in Fig. 5.7. Their mo¡phoiogy is very similar to real ST's; and they stand out from

the vicinity (obviousness index > 13); further there are slow waves within the vicinity.

Based on the detection rules they are classed as real ST single-events. However, by visual

interpretation, these sharp-morphotogy waves are actually artifacts, caused perhaps by

movement.

In Fig. 5.8a, a sharp wave is found in channel 4, which is preceded by two slow

waves (detected from Filter 2) and followed by one slow wave. Since the obviousness

index of the wave equals 10, it is claimed to be a suspect ST boundary-single-event. The

visual analysis, however, thought that it could be part of a poorly formed alpha activity.

Fig. 5.8b shows a sharp wave detected by the database system in channel 11 and several

slow waves in channels i0 and 11. The obviousness index of the sharp wave is above 10.

Considering both the obviousness index and the siow wave evidence, the expert system

draws the conclusion that the sharp wave is a suspect ST single-event. In contrast, visual

analysis suggested that it belongs to sleep activity.
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Fig- 5.5 An example of single-event candidate confirmation.
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5.2.4 Evaluation

The visual anaiysis of EEG signals was completed on two levels: general and

detailed. The general level provides information within an 1 sec resolution regarding the

location of the STs detected and channels invoived. For example, the general visual

analysis could conclude that STs were detected in the 2nd second of a segment in channels

1 to 3. However, it did not give quantitative information, such as the number of STs. For

the detailed report, the visual scoring described the individual ST-event, including event

type, channei and time. For instance, a ST field-event'may be reported as occurring in

channels 1 to 3 at a time of L.52 seconds (from origin). The comparison of the results

detected by the system and visual scoring was performed based on these two levels. The

advantages of using two levels are that it can evaluate the system in a clinicai sense and also

in a technical sense.

Both the visual and expert system classified the detection into three categories,

confirmed, suspect or rejected. Va¡ious system performance measures were defined. Thev

are:

i) Detailed level

The measures used were:

a) percentage of correct detection (PCD), defined as:

correct detection =

number of real or suspect events detected by the computer
and not rejected by the visual analysis

total number of real or suspect events detected by the computer
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b) false negative detection or miss rate, defined as:

number of events confirmed as real by the visual analvsis
but rejected by the computer

miss =
total number of events detected by visual analysis

c) false positive detection rate, defined as:

number of events confirmed as real by the computer
but rejected by visual analysis

false positive =
total number of events detected by the computer

d) false positive detection distribution rate, which was defined as:

number of false positive detections of an event related to a
predominant activity in the signal

distribution =

totai number of false positive detections of an event by the computer

Note that "a predominant activity in the signal" means any activity other than ST

candidates, such as alpha or muscle activity. The false detection here was caused bv

mistaking waves of other activity as STs.

ii) General level

The performance measure was false negative and fatse positive detection rate based

on a general level. The results of event detection were compared between visual analysis

and the expert system as shown in Tables 5.1 to 5.4. The foilowing observations can be

made from these tables:
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a) the number of events confirmed to be real by the visual analysis but rejected by

the computer is less than 10 for all events, which suggests that false negative detection is

not serious. The false negatives appear to be caused by detection biases since thev do not

appear to be related to the number of any detected event.

b) the number of events confirmed to be real by the computer but rejected by the

visual analysis differ with the event categories. The smallest \'/as observed for field-event

and the largest for the single-events, indicating that the computer analysis behaves in a
similar manner to that of visual analysis.

c) the percentage of correct event detection varied with events. The highest values,

86'2vo (confirmed) and72.2%o (suspect) was for the ST field-event. Single-event detection

and focal-event have the smallest values, 45.|Vo and, 23.8Vo. It is also noticed that for the

same event the percentage of detection related to the computer confirmed case and suspect

case are not identical. In general the value of the suspect case is lower than that of the

confirmed case; which suggests that the computer is "inexperienced" in classifying events

that are not well-defined.

Table 5.5 summatizes the false negative and false positive detection rate

corresponding to each event. The false negative detection probability is much lower than

that of the false positive detection because the system design philosophy was based on

minimizing misses for STs. The false negative detection of the system basically came from

the following two sources or system biases:

a) Large amplitude slow wave sequence could be misdetected to be movement

artifact, as shown in Fig. 5.6a. This would change a strong confirmation evidence into a

crucial rejection information, causing ST-events to be rejected and resulting in a false

negative detection.

b) The database system excludes some suspect ST candidates during preprocessing.

The ST candidate indicated in channel 8 (Fig. 5.6b) was missed by the database sysrem.
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This is because after Filter 1 the duration was enlarged to some extent and exceeded a ST

candidate duration th¡eshold. This system bias can not be remedied by the system's follow

on analysis. Though it suggests that the duration threshold for ST candidates should be

relaxed, it would most probably increase the number of detected ST candidates. and result

in a much higher false positive detection and longer processing time.

The distribution of false positives corresponding to different situations is presented

in Table 5.6. Three scenarios are categorizedin the table: artifacts including muscle,

chewing, eye-blinks and movement activity; rhythmic activity mainly of alpha and beta

sequences; sleep activify. Number and percentages of false positives of an event associated

with each situation is also given in the table. In addition to the above the followine

conclusions can be reached:

a) For the field-events, the artifact situation causes the largest false positive

detection rate. This is mainly because some low amplitude movement activity is misdetected

as slow wave sequences thus wrongly enhancing the nearby waves whose morphology is

similar to that of ST's. A similar situation is observed for focal and boundary-small and

single events which exhibit a comparatively high false positive percentage in the artifact

scenario.

b) For the focal and boundary-small events, the rhythmic activity situation gives

rise to a relatively high false positive percentage. The false detection is largely caused by

exclusion of rhythmic activity, especially for poorly formed beta sequences which are

difficult to detect after the filtering of Filter i.

c) for boundary-single- and single-events, sleep activity is a factor leading to the

false positives. When sleep spindles are not found and delta waves are extensive, vertex

sharp waves are easily confused with epileptiform STs, since delta waves could be detected

as slow waves leading to a confirmation of the single ST candidates.
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Along each row of the table, it is easy to determine the influence of each and every situation

upon the different events. This may give insight to how the system should be modified. In

the first row, field- and focal- events have a comparatively high false positive percenrage.

Therefore, the rules to confirm these event candidates to be real ST-events should be

stricter, since sometimes artifacts could be concluded to be confirmation information. The

focal- and boundary-small-events are likely impacted by the rþthmic
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Table 5.1 comparison of sr field-event detection between visual and
automactic analvsis

Computer
No.

confïrm 63

suspect 1 1

reject 13

percentage of correct
ftel.d-ev ent detectio rt (Vo)

confirm
58

86.2

suspect
18

72.2

miss
11

L2

1
I

5

46

/1T

8

5

6

Table 5.2 Comparison of ST focal-event detection of visual and automatic
analvsts.

Computer

confirm 56

suspect 7

reject 44

percentage of correct
focal-event anatysß (Vo)

confirm
75

62.6

suspect
2l

aJ

2

I6

mßs
11

9

2

44

J

28

23.8
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Table 5.4 comparison of sr singre-event detection between visual and
automatic analvsis.

Visual

confTrm 143

suspect 104

reject 283

confirm
J55

120

a1J1

r82

suspect
184

T9

64

101

miss
T3

+

9

percentage of correct
s ingle- ev ent dete c tio n (Vo)

45.3 4f. t
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Table 5.5 ST event false detection rate

false negative (Vo)

false positive (7o)
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Table 5.6 False positive derection distribution.
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I
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activity. Therefore, befo¡e confirming such events as real ST events, it would be better to

investigate the general frequency information in order to remedy misses of rhythmic

activity. This, however, requires reorganization of the ST-database. The boundary-single-

and single-events possess a higher false positive detection rate in a sleep situation, as

shown in the table. This suggests that rules to confirm these two events when using slow

waves as evidence should also consider the source of the slow waves. Usually delta waves

are distributed over a large time span in a sleep pattern while epileptiform slow waves are

close to STs. Therefore, the inclusion of the general slow wave distribution information

might be helpful to reduce these false positives, especially when a patient consciousness

level is unknown.

Based on the above analysis, it can be summarized that the accuracy of each

detector in the database and the reasoning method of rules are the major factors affect the

system performance. To obtain a better analysis result, it is necessary to evaluate each

detector to gain an associated detection certainty level, which then should be taken into

account in the following analysis, refer to Section 6.3 Recommendations. As well, more

data also need to be applied to test the system, thus to provide a direction of rule

modification.

Table 5.7 gives the results on the general level. In the table, individual ST-events

are not specified, the emphasis is on overall system performance regarding STs.
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Table 5.7 Generai sT detection results of computer and visual analysis.

confirm 43

suspect 32

reject 134

36

17

39

aJ

L2

95

4
a
J

The system performance on the general level is acceptable, since the false negative

is 5-3Vo (4/75), while the false positive is 19.3Vo (39/202). The general level resulrs reflect

the system performance from a clinical view point. It is felt that the results on this level may

be more familiar and useful for EEGers.

5.3 Electrographic seizure Detection System performance

5.3.1. Examples of Correct Detection

Examples of seizure analysis are shown below (detected seizure candidates are

marked by an underline).

A typical electrographic seizure, characterized by rhythmic activity, is observed in

Fig' 5.9, channels 6 to 8. originally, it was detected by the database system in the theta

range' It was further analyzed and confirmed to be a genuine electrographic seizure by the

expert system based on the following conditions:

1) the amplitude of the rhythmic activity was equal or higher than that of the

background,

2) the length of the rhythmic activity was over 2 seconds,
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3) there were no coincident artifacts,

4) the rhythmic activity occuffed in more than one channel.

Examples given in Fig. 5.10-14 demonstrate how the expert system rejects non-

seizure rhythmic activity, such as normal alpha and beta activity, as well as artifacts caused

by electrode, chewing and multi-eyeblink.

The rhythmic activity in the atpha range is preliminary detected by the database

system (Fig. 5.10). The average amplitude is higher than rhat of the background and the

length is over 2 second, thus satisfying the basic criteria. However, this rhythmic activity

was in the occipital and related channels, detected from Filter 1, and further more than one

channels had alpha sequences. Thus they were considered to be normal alpha activity and

rejected by the alpha-rejection rules.

Fig. 5.1 I shows multi-eyeblinks in the four frontal channels, i.e. channels 1, 5, 9,

and 13' They exhibit a periodic manner and were detected by the database as rhythmic

activity in the delta range. However, they were rejected by the multi-eyeblink rules since:

i) they were found in the frontal channels,

2) the amplitude was over 40 uV,

3) eye-blink activity was detected in the segment and the number of blinks was

above 10.

Fig.5.12 shows beta activity in channel 3. This was originally detected by rhe

database system; However, since its average amplitude was neither twice as high nor half

as low as that of the current background, it was thought to be a normal activitv and

rejected by the beta-rejection rule.

In Fig. 5.13, electrode artifact which appears periodically in channels 10 and i1

and was picked up initially as an electrographic seizure candidate. However. the waves

satisfied the following detection conditions :

1) the amplitude was above 40 uV,
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2) they were detected both from Filter 1 and Filter 2,

3) two channers were invorved with the same type of activity.

Therefore the candidate was rejected by the electrode rejection rule.

Rejection of chewing artifact is shown in Fig. 5.l4.Itcan be seen that the chewing activity

is composed of a periodic wave sequence and a superimposed waxing-and-waning muscle

activity. After Filter 2 the muscle activity was removed. The underlying rþthmic activity

was captured by the database system and sent to the expert system as a electrographic

seizure candidate. By the chewing-rejection rule, however, it was finally rejected due to:

1) the waves were detected from Fiirter 2,

2) chewing artifacts were found coincidently in the same channels.

5.3.2. Examples of Misses

In Fig' 5.15, rhythmic activity in channels 3 and 4 was visually classed as a

eiectrographic seizure. However, it was not detected by the database system, since there

were many small waves between the high amplitude waves in channel3, and small waves

superimposed on large waves in channel4.

Another example of detection failure is given in Fig. 5.16. As shown in the figure,

channels 3 and 4have high amplitude wave sequences which are considered rhythmic and

detected as an eiectrographic seizure by the visual analysis. However, it was missed bv the

system due to intermixed STs which influenced the duration variation.

5.3.3. Examples of False positives

Two typical examples of false positives are shown in Fig. 5.17 and 5.1g.

As shown in Fig. 5.I7, arhythmic activity was detected in channels 6. Since there

was no artifact found and the features of the activity did not match any rejection rules, it
was finally decla¡ed to be an electrographic seizure. However, visual analysis
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ciassed it as sleep activity.

The second example illustrates abetaactivity detected in channel 1 by the database

system' Since there were high amplitude waves in the charurel, the average amplitude of the

beta was twice as low as that of the channel background, which did not match the beta-

rejection rule. Thus the beta activity was declared to be a suspect electrographic seizure by

the system. Visual analysis rejected it.

5.3.4. Discussion

Table 5.7 summarizes the 424 rhythmic activity events that were detected and

declared as real or suspect electrographic seizures by the expert system. The percentage of
correct detection in the "confirm" category is78.9Vo. This result largely depends on the

rejection rules, since many rhythmic non-seizure activity were rejected by the rules, as

demonstrated in Figure 5.11 to Figure 5.14. Of the 424 rhythmic activity d.etected, 142

were not classified as electrograhic seizures by the visual analysis, i.e. false positive

detections.

In addition to the false positive detections, 19 seizures detected by the visual

analysis were missed by the expert system. The majority of the misses occurred in the

database system' which is mainly due to the poorly formed rhythmic activity and those

mixed with other small amplitude waves. Although two techniques were applied to cope

with this situation, i.e. using Filter 2 to reveal the superimposed waves and establishing

double standards for rhythmicity thresholds of waves from both Filter 1 and Filter 2, still
many visually-classified rhythmic activity were not detected. Besides, the division of input

data into 20-second segments may also cause a loss of preliminary detection of a rhythmic

activity, especially when it straddles on the conjunction of two segments. Thus this could

result in the miss of seizure detection, although the scenario was not seen in the test data.
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Table 5.8 Seizure analysis results.

confÏrm 19l

suspect I i0

reject 142

L]

L

28

59

90

146

49

52

percentage of correct detection (Vo) 78.9 48.5
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Chapter 5 Results, Evaluation and Discussion

Fig. 5.19 shows an example of a channel EEG signal along with the analysis

results. From the point of view of the visual analysis, the channel is clear and there is no

arttfact or rhythmic activity. The frequency of the majority of the waves is very slow and

the amplitude is relatively low. The system analysis illustrates that96.3Vo of the 20 second

record is very slow waves, that 92.6Vo of the time the wave amplitude is less than 30uV,

and that there is no rhythmic activity or artifact.

A channel EEG signal which has muscle artifact and beta activity is illustrated in

Fig.5.20. A small number of waves have high amplitude while the majority is of medium

amplitude. The system analysis shows that for 72.2Vo of the segment the waves fall into the

muscle activity frequency range and that 78Vo of the time the waves' amplitude is less than

100uV.

Another example is given in Fig. 5.2L to indicate that a channel EEG signal does

not have artifact, but has obvious rhythmic activity, alpha and beta. The analysis shows a

relatively high percentage of frequency in alpha and beta range, and also indicates a high

percentage of low amplitude (92.3Vo, <50uV).

5.4.2 Consistency

The investigation of the background analysis performance considered the

consistency between the system and the EEGer on â macro basis in determining the

background. Five parameters of a channel's background are determined by the EEGer,s

visual analysis. They are:

1) type of predominant rhythmic activity,

2) the approximate amount of the activity given by as a percentage (greater or

smaller than 50Vo),

3) the approximate average amplitude of the activity (greater or smaller than 50uV).

4) the type of artifact, and
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Cltapter 5 Results, Evaluation and Discussion

5) its approximate amount given as a percentage (larger or less than 50Vo).

The consistency between the results obtained by the computer and that of the neurologist's

annotation is given by the following defïnition :

number of activity events detected by the computer
as well as declared by the neuroloeist

coflSlSt€nC/ =

number of activity events annotated by the neurologist

160 channels in 10 segments were used to examine the system's performance for

background analysis with the results shown in Table 5.9.

From this table it is seen that

- The highest consistency was observed for theta and chewing activity. Theta

activity normally is not influenced by filtering while chewing activity has a relatively f,rxed

pattern. This probably accounts for the high consistency.

- The consistency for alpha and delta are somewhat lower. The major cause for

failing to detect delta activity by the system was due to the superimposed small waves. As

well, poorly formed alpha activify probabiy caused false detection.

- Beta and movement activity has the lowest consistency vaiue. The reason for this

could be that much beta activity has a va¡iable amplitude with a clustering of low amplinrde

waves (<1OuV). Therefore after filtering the rhythm might be distorted. This situation

sometimes also occurs for muscle activity detection. For the movement detector, other

pathological patterns with large amplitude and duration could be mispicked up, such as

delta or sleep waves, since in certain cases they cannot be distinguished with only

amplitude and duration thresholds.
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Clnpter 5 Results, Evaluation and Discussion

Tabie 5.9 Baclground analysis by the EEGer vs. that of the expert system. The
results^given under the computer analysis category represent a consistent
part of the results derived from the expert systém-with the visual analysis.

Visual analysis Computer analysis Consistencv

total No.

amount(%) amplitude(uV)

>50 <50 >50 <50

amount(Vo) amplitude(uV)

>50 <50 >50 <50

total No. Vo

delta

theta

alpha

beta

movement

chewing

muscie act.

16* 32

48 59

31 44

150
26 t6

106
25 22

32 L6

49 58

075
015

628
37 56

t3 27

30
53

105
212

18 1, 79.2

t7 46 97.2

0 37 66.7

0 3 20.2

23.8

93.8

46.8

48

T0l

75

15

/l')

L6

/1'7at

38

r04

50

a
J

10

i5

22

*: the numbers under >50 and <50 are the numbers of each activity in the corresponding category.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Recommendations

for Future Research

6.L Summary

An expert system based computer system for multiple epiletiform activity detection

has been established in this thesis. It is composed of two analysis stages, each

corresponding to an independent processing phase. A database system developed for
extraction and correlation of EEG information is the first stage. The second stage is

composed of two expert systems (one for ST and one for electrographic seizure detection)

which perform a symbolic analysis.

The important features of the established system are summarized as follows:

1) The database system not only detects va¡ious events in EEG, but also correlates

them to provide an information-package for each ST candidate and

electrograph-ic seizure.

2) The expert system for ST detection performs the analysis based on ST-events

rather than single ST candidates.

3) The expert system for electrographic seizure interpretation is oriented to

minimizing false positive detection. It possesses various steps and rules to reject

many rhythmic but non-seizure EEGs.

For ST detection the system was tested with 40 segmenrs of EEG data. The system

analysis was compared with that of a neurologist who annotated signals and performed

visual analysis. It showed that the false negative rate was 3.8Vo, while the fatse positive

rate was 29vo, most of which were boundary-single- or single events.
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visual analysis. It showed that the false negative rate was 3.Bvo,while the false positive

rate was 29vo, most of which were boundary-single- or singre events.

Seizure detection of the system was tested with 85 segments of EEG data. Nineteen

rhythmic activity events regarded as seizure by the visual analysis were undetected by the

automatic system due to small waves inserted or superimposed on the rhythmic sequence.

one hundred and two among 401 rhythmic activity were declared as real or suspect

seizures by the computer but rejected by the visual analysis, the false positive detection rate

is 25.4Vo.

The background analysis performance was also investigated with 10 segments . It
showed that detection for theta and chewing activity were efficient (correct detection rate is

97 '2 vo and93'Zvo), while the detection for beta and movement activity were poor (23.Zvo

and 20.0Vo\.

6.2 Contributions to the Research

The contributions to the research of analysis of EEG signals are as follows:

1' The establishment of an EEG database, a system which can be potentially used

on-line or off-line for EEG signal information extraction and event classification.

Within this database system, Filter 2, obviousness index and information-

correlated databases are original contributions.

2' Implementation of an expert system to interpret and confirm epileptiform STs

based on the information in ST-database. The interpretation is ST-event-oriented

which simplifies the analysis and makes full use of the EEG information.

3' Development of an expert system to detect electrographic seizure. The methods

of selecting background and rules to distinguish non-seizure rhythmic activities

are new.
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6.3 Recommendations

Several recommendations are provided by the author for the further research in this

area:

1 Since the declarations of a ST conclusion by the computer system is closely

related to other detected coincident activity, correct detection of artifacts and other

related wave or wave sequences listed in Chapter 3 has become critical.

However, these activiY arenot weil-defined. To cope with this situation in order

to reduce false detections, a uncertainty factor may be associated with each

detected activity. A final classification should be given taking account these

factors.

2' The expert systems established in the research are a prototype where only EEG

information was investigated. However, in an improved system, other

information related to a patient should be considered, including the patient age,

drug history, montage and average amplitude in a segment without artifacts,

EEG recording time as well as previous typical ST and/or electrographic seizure

patterns (in a symbolic way). It is suggested that the above patient information

can be stored into a patient database and retrieved when new EEGs are to be

analyzed for the patient.

3' The database system might cooperate with a video monitoring system [pauri et

al, 19921, so that certain evidence can be obtained, such as eye closure, body

movement, etc.. However, on-line image analysis is challenging.
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Appendix A
System Operation

The entire system is composed of six software programs, eight intermediate result files and

two finai resuit files, as shown in Fig. 41. Rectangles with rounded corners represent the

softwa¡e programs. Files a¡e indicated by the overlapped rectangles. Below are instructions

for operating each software module.

16-ch Digitization

1. Run the program by doubre clicking on the apprication icon.

2. Give a name to the data file in the system inquiry box.

3. F{it the ok button to sra¡t the digitization.

By completing the above, the digitized data is stored into the named file.

Database

1. Run the program by double clicking on the application icon.

2. choose a data file from the system file window and hit the open button.

3. Press any key on the keyboard assigned to the filters, detectors or databases in

the system displayed on the screen to view a specific signal output.

4. Press q to quit viewing and go back to the system structure window.

5. Give the name sr to save the sr-database file, or select cancel to proceed

without saving the file.

6. Give the segment number to save the SB-database file, or select cancel to close

without saving the file.
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16-ch Digitization

binary files

ASCtr text files

text files
....-..................-'..'_

text files
...--.'--.-----..."'---_

Event Classification Background Selection

ST Analysis Seizure Analysis

Fig. A1 System softwares and generated files.
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By completing the above, the database system either ends up with stored database files or

nothing is stored.

Event Classification

1. Open the application by double clicking on rhe icon.

2' Pull down thefile manual to choose load rules to read in. Compile the rules.

3' Pull down the execute manual and choose reset and run sequentially to run the

expert systern.

4' Input the ST file name to read in the detected information from the ST-database.

By completing the above procedure, ST events are classified and stored into four

fúes, groupl, group2, group3 and group4.

ST Analysis

1. Open the application by double clicking on the icon.

2' Pull down thefile manual to choose load rules to read in. Compile the rules.

3' Pull down the execute manual and choose reset and, run sequentially to run the

expert system.

By completing the above, the program is automatically read in to file sf and files

groupl to 4.The anaryzedresults are stored in the file results.

Background Selection

1. Open the application by double clicking on rhe icon.

2. Pull down thefile manuar to choose load rures to read in. compile the rules.

3. Pull down the execute manual and choose reset and run sequentially to run the

expert system.

4' Input one by one SB file names which belong to a patient (enter no toindicate
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completion) to perform background selection.

By completing the above procedure, the background is selected and stored in the

file background.

Seizure Analysis

1. Open the application by double clicking on the icon.

2. Pull down thefiIe manual to choose load rules to read in. Compile the rules.

3. Pull down the execute manual and choose reset and run sequentially to run the

expert system.

4. Input the SB file name which is to be analyzed.. The system automatically reads

in file background.

By completing the above, the analyzed results or electrographic seizures are stored

into the file results.
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Appendíx B
Expert System Rule Summarv

l.Expert System Rules for ST Detection

The major rules of ST field-, focal- and single-event detection are summarized. The
rules for boundary-event analysis are simila¡ to these three event rules except the
obviousness indices are increased or decreased.

A ST-event candidate is confirmed or rejected to be a genuine epileptiform activity
if the following coincident event conditions are satisfied:

Field-event rules (confirmation)
1). if a) no arrifact, rhyrhmic activify and sleep spindles is derected,

b) one or more slow wave sequence are detected in the sT or adjacent channel(s).

2). if a) no a¡tifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is derected,
b) two or more slow waves are detected in the sr or adjacent channels.

3). if a) no arrifact, rhyrhmic activiry and sreep spindles is derected,
b) one slow wave is detected in the sr or adjacent channer,
c) two or more obviousness indices of ST candidates are above 12.

4). if a) there is no-a¡tifacts, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles detected,
b) there is no slow wave or slow wave sequence detected in the ST or adiacent

channel,

c) three obviousness indices of sT candidates are above rz.

5). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles s detected,
b) none of the above groups of conditions are satisfied.
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c) there is confirmed ST-event or ST candidates in the adjacent longitudinal channeis
or symmetrical longitudinal chan¡rels.

Field-event rules (rejection)
1). if movement activiry is detected in two or more sr channels.

2). if chewing activity is detected in two or more sr channels.

3). if a) muscle artifact is detected in ST channels.

b) the obviousness indices of ST candidates in the channels with muscle artifact are
less than 10 and those without muscle artifact are less than 12.

4). if a) rhythmic alpha or beta activify is detected in sr channels.
b) the obviousness indices of ST candidates in the channels with rhythmic activity

are less than 10 and those without rhythmic activity are less than 12.

5). if a) sleep spindles are detected in ST channels.

b) a field-event is detected in one of the two central tongitudinal channels.

Field-event rules (suspicion)

A field-event is suspected to be a genuine epileptiform activity if it is not confirmed
by any rules above.

Focal-event rules (confirmation)
1). if a) no arlifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles are detected,

b) one or more slow wave sequence are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s)
c) two or more adjacent slow waves are detected.

2). iÎ a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles are detected,
b) two or more slow wave sequence are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s)

3). if a) no a¡tifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles are detected,

b) three or more slow waves are detected in the ST or adiacent channels.
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Q. if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindres are detected,

b) two slow waves are detected in the ST or adjacent channel,

c) two or more obviousness indices of the ST candidates a-re above 12.

5). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindres are detected,

b) no slow wave or slow wave sequence is detected in the ST or adjacent channel,

c) three obviousness indices ofST candidates are above 13 and the shape is b2 or
b3.

6). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindres are detected,

b) none of the above groups of conditions are satisfied,

c) A ST-event or ST candidates are confirmed in the adjacent longitudinal channels

or symmetrical longitudinal channels.

Focal-event rules (suspicion)

1). if only two slow waves are detected in the adjacent channels.

2). if one slow wave in the adjacent channel is detected and one ST candidate's

obviousness index is above 12.

3). if no slow wave or slow wave sequence is detected and the obviousness indices are

above 10 but below i3.

$. if a) muscle artifact or rhythmic activity is detected in sr channels.

b) the obviousness indices of ST candidates in the channels with muscie artifact or
rhythmic activity are greater than 10 and those without muscle artifact are greater

than 11.

Focal-event rules (rejection)

A focal-event is rejected if it is not confirmed by any rules above.
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Boundary-event rules (confirmation)

Boundalv-large event

1). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is detected,

b) two or more slow wave sequence are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s).

2). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is detected,

b) three or more slow waves are detected in the ST or adjacent channels.

3). if a) there is no artifacts, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles detected,

b) there is no slow wave or slow wave sequence detected in the ST or adjacent
channel,

c) three obviousness indices of ST candidates are above 13.

Boundar.v-small event

1). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles are detected,

b) one or more siow wave sequence are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s)

2). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activiry and sleep spindles are detected,

b) three or more slow waves are detected in the ST or adiacent channels.

3). if a) no artifact,rhythmic activity and sleep spindles a¡e detected,

b) two slow waves are detected in the ST or adjacent channel,

c) two or more obviousness indices of the ST candidates are above 1 1.

4). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles are detected,

b) no slow wave or slow wave sequence is detected in the ST or adjacent channel,

c) three obviousness indices of ST candidates are above 12 andthe shape is b2 or
b3.

5). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles are detected,

b) none of the above groups of conditions are satisfied,
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c) A ST-event or ST candidates are confirmed in the adjacent longitudinai channels
or symmetrical longitudinal channels.

Bounda{v-single event

1). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is detected,

b) one or more slow wave sequences are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s)
c) obviousness index is above 10.

2)- if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is detected,

b) two or more slow wave sequences are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s),
c) obviousness index is above 9.

Boundary-event rules (suspicion)

Boundary-small event

1). if only two slow waves are detected in the adiacent channels.

2). if one slow wave in the adjacent channel is detected and one ST candidate's
obviousness index is above 11.

3). if no slow wave or slow wave sequence is detected and the obviousness indices are
above 9 butbelow 13.

4). if a) muscle aftifactor rþthmic activity is detected in sr channels.

b) the obviousness indices of ST candidates in the channels with muscle artifact or
rhythmic activity are greater than 10 and those without muscle artifact are srearcr
than 10.

Boundary-single event

1). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is detected,

b) one slow wave sequence is detected in the sr or adjacent channel(s),
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c) obviousness index is above 8.

2). iÎ a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sreep spindles is detected,

b) one or more slow waves in the ST and adjacent channel vicinity and the

obviousness index is above 9.

3). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sreep spindles is detected,

b) the ST candidate's obviousness index is above g.

c) detected or confirmed ST-event a¡e detected in the adjacent longitudinal channels

or symmetrical channel.

Boundary-event rules (rejection)
A boundary-event is rejected if it is not confirmed by any rules above.

Single-event rules (confirmation)
1). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindles is detected,

b) one or more slow wave sequences are detected in the ST or adiacent channel(s)

c) one or more adjacent slow waves are detected,

d) obviousness index is above i0.

2). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindres is detected,

b) two or more slow wave sequences are detected in the ST or adjacent channel(s),

c) obviousness index is above 10.

Single-event rules (suspicion)

1). if a) no afifact, rhythmic activify and sleep spindres is detected,

b) one slow wave sequence is detected in the sr or adjacent channel(s),

c) obviousness index is above 9.

2). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindres is detected,

b) one or more slow waves in the ST and adiacent channel viciniw and the

obviousness index is above 9.

3). if a) no artifact, rhythmic activity and sleep spindres is detected,
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b) the ST candidate's obviousness index is above 9.

c) detected or confitmed ST-event are detected in the a-djacent longitudinal channels

or syrnmetrical channel.

single-event rules (rejection)

A single-event is rejected if it is not confirmed by any rules above.

2. Expert System Rules for Electrographic Seizure Detection

An electrographic seizure candidate is rejected if the following conditions are

satisfied.

Normal rhythmic activity rejection rules

1) If the rhythmic activity is in the beta range, detected from Filter 1 and its average

amplitude is twice as low as or as high as the average amplitude of the current
channel's.

2) If the rhythmic activity is in the alpha range, detected from Filter 1 and in the occipital
region on both sides.

3) If the rhythmic activity is in theta or delta range and in the central region with sleep

spindles detected.

Movement and chewing artifact rejection rule
If the rhythmic activity is detected from Filter 2, and coincident movement or chewins
a¡tifact is detected.

Mullet-eyeblink activity rejection rule
If rhythmic activity in theta or delta range is detected, in the frontal channels and also the

number of eyeblinks detected by the system is greater than 10.
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Electrode artifact rejection rule
If rhythmic activity is detected in two adjacent channels, both from Filter I and Filter 2,
where the average amplitude is twice that of other adjacent or same group channels.

Paroxysmal burst rejection rule
If the rhythmic activity in alpha or theta range lasts less than 4 seconds, and its averase
amplitude is three times that of the current channel's.
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